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They shall grow not old
as we that are left grow old.

— Lawrence Binyon 1914
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FOREWORD

Oral histories have become increasingly popular over recent years -
a medium to personalise war time experiences by linking reminiscences
and letters to the historical narratives of battle.  Oftentimes, a personal
experience dislodges a correspondent’s telling of the encounters they
understood to have occurred.  Official history tells it straight.  But war
is about people and their involvement.  And thus oral history fills a
much needed gap in the historiography of war.

Jack Moore’s letters provide a valuable addition to the historiography.
Through dedication and persistence, his son, Jack Moore Jnr, has
unearthed a sheaf of letters that allow us, the reader, to experience first
hand the trials and tribulations of a soldier at war.  But there is more to
this story than a mere personal experience.  It is a story that connects
two sovereign nations fighting for a common cause and, by doing so,
reinforces the bond established between Australia and New Zealand
on the beaches of the Gallipoli peninsula that was to become the ANZAC
spirit.  As he neared Australia on his way home at the end of the war,
Moore reflects: “As a New Zealander fighting in the AIF, I have been adopted
by them as one of their own and I count this as a great privilege.”  The
bonds were and are real and enduring, and are manifested today in
the close ties between Australia and New Zealand in all walks of life.

Jack Moore, a New Zealander born in Paeroa of Irish stock, happened
to be in Australia where he was employed as a mechanical engineer
when war was declared in 1914.  As with like 25 year-olds, he
volunteered in situ and the story unfolds from there.  He tells of his
journey to Egypt, his service on Gallipoli Peninsula, the months he
spent in Malta recuperating from his wounds, and his subsequent
service in Egypt and France.  His experiences are related through letters
he sent to his mother in New Zealand and latterly to his half sister.  His
letters tell of the exciting times (“Great was our joy and relief when at
2pm we heard by wireless from the [HMAS] Sydney that she had intercepted
the Emden ..”) and the poignant times (“My worst experience was while I
was talking to one of my mates, a shell burst over us, one bullet hit me in the
neck and, as I put my hand up, my mate fell into my arms, shot through the
heart.”).  The descriptions of history through his eyes are revealing
and at the same time emotive.  He reveals just enough to give the modern
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1.  An Anthology of Twentieth Century New Zealand Poetry, selected by Vincent O”Sullivan,
Oxford University Press, Auckland, 1983

reader an impression of the privations he suffered, but he is somewhat
stoic in not going in to the detail that we in the 21st century tend to seek.
Perhaps that is just as well, for we see Jack as a soldier doing his duty
with true dedication and to the best of his ability.  That he died at a
relatively early age 11 years after the war’s end is a sad culmination of a
tough life in tough times.  Had he lived, he just might have been able to
elaborate further on his time in hospital, or his deeper thoughts of what
lay behind his receiving the Distinguished Conduct Medal, or his real
impressions of serving as a non commissioned officer as a qualified
engineer.  But that has been left to his son, whose determination to publish
these letters is to the advantage of both Australians and New Zealanders.

Letters were the chief means of communication in the wars of the
19th and early 20th centuries, and we are the beneficiaries of these letters.
We have yet to see whether there has been as much personal
correspondence from the battlefields in the limited wars from the end
of World War Two.  I think not.  So we will all be the wiser from reading
Jack Moore’s account of his service on Gallipoli, in Egypt and France.
It is an unfortunate trait of war that his experiences in Egypt and France
were heavily censored, and we are left to our own devices to determine
the exact locations of his service and the units with which he served.

My own experience as a New Zealand Army Officer serving in
support of the Australian forces in Vietnam, and later serving as an
Australian Army officer in Canberra has clearly shown to me the
everlasting mutual bond that has endured for 90 years, unites the two
countries, and is the hallmark of the ANZAC experience.

Paul Henderson, the New Zealand poet, wrote:
Sometimes I think of those whose lives touch mine
Too briefly; who, by a look or word, show me
A little of what lies beneath, but, leaving then
Because we are trained to silence, they are shut away.1

Jack Moore jnr has opened the door to reveal what lay beneath his
father’s experience, a father whom he knew for only a short time.  The
experience is no longer shut away.  This book is a treasure trove of life
that we can never hope to really appreciate, but that we must
understand if we are to make this world a better place for our children.

— Brian Hewitt
Canberra, October 2004
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INTRODUCTION

This is a soldier’s story told in the letters he wrote home to his family
during the First World War.  He collected them from his loved ones
when he returned to New Zealand after his discharge from the
Australian Army.  As a result of his early death in 1929 they have
remained stored away and unread until recently.  They are presented
exactly as they were written almost 90 years ago.  They convey the
fascination of seeing new countries, the comradeship, the excitement,
the temporary madness in battle, the sadness, the pain and most of all
the futility of war with its effect on both the victor and the vanquished
alike.  Thoughts and expressed concern for loved ones left worrying at
home, their hardships and sorrows, are always to the fore in these
letters while at the same time he glosses over the risks a soldier faces in
order to lighten their apprehension.  The humour, the tragedy, the
blunt criticism and the disregard of discipline off the battlefields by
the Colonial troops, it’s all here as this soldier experienced it.

The reader may think some of the views expressed in the letters are
harsh but these were fuelled initially by ignorance, brainwashing and
later by personal experiences he had, of some aspects of the enemy’s
behaviour on the battlefields.  However, one must also remember that
on Gallipoli in particular, the Turkish soliders were defending their
homeland from an invader and they were brainwashed too.  Each
combatant had a grudging respect for his opponent and this was
certainly shown after the war when tempers had settled and the soldiers
had the opportunity to look back on events with an open mind and
realise there were faults on both sides.

Another interesting factor which may be difficult to understand
today, is the reference by this New Zealand-born soldier to “Home”.

This expression does not relate to his homeland but to Britain since
most of the soldiers’ immediate family had emigrated from this country
within the previous hundred odd years.  The association was still fresh
in their minds, fuelled also by the fact that many close relatives still
lived there.

Jack Moore was from the same mould as most of these boys from
“Down Under”, whether from Australia or New Zealand, it didn’t
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matter.  The common bond they forged on the slopes of Gallipoli and
later on other battlefields has lived on for ninety years as a result of the
mutual respect they generated.  They were an unknown quantity in
1915, fit only for garrison duty according to the Germans before the
Gallipoli landings.  Soon the enemy was forced to change this opinion
and acknowledge the fighting prowess of the Anzacs.

Jack (John) Hoey Moore’s father of the same name was born in Belfast,
Northern Ireland in 1843 and emigrated to New Zealand in 1865.  He
arrived in Auckland at the time when the great Thames goldfields were
being developed and he was associated with the mines of Thames and
neighbouring Ohinemuri area.  He built up a reputation as a respected
underground boss and later mine manager in these fields.  To name
but a few he was mine manager in Thames, Waihi, Maratoto, Te Aroha
and Owharoa.  He was an elected councilllor of the Ohinemuri County
Council in 1895 and County Chairman in 1889.  He first married in
1876 but his wife died in childbirth leaving him a daughter, Bella, my
father’s half sister.  In 1888 he married Mary Anne, the widow of a
prospector friend of his, John Nicks.  In 1889 my father was born in
Paeroa where the couple were living.  They were proprietors of the
Paeroa Hotel for some time.  Jack Moore senior died in 1893 while
boating on the Ohinemuri River at the Puke Wharf in Paeroa when the
boat carrying both him and his young son Jack (my father) capsized.
Young Jack’s half sister, Bella, who was nearby, jumped into the river
and was able to rescue the little boy.

My father’s mother, Mary Anne, nee Nicholl, was also born in
Northern Ireland, at Garvagh in 1856, and arrived in New Zealand
with her family in 1861.  They settled on a farm just south of Whangarei
where her father was drowned a year later.  The family moved to
Coromandel and then to Thames.  Mary Anne married John Nicks, a
gold miner from Cornwall, in 1873 and was widowed in 1884 with two
children, Martha Dulcibel and George.  At the time of John’s death
they had the Paeroa Hotel which Mary Anne continued to run until
she married my grandfather and together they carried it on.  Mary
Anne’s brother, Billy Nicholl, was the mining pioneer who named and
developed the famous Martha Mine in Waihi one hundred and thirty
three years ago.  He named it after his favourite niece and it is still a
prolific producer of gold and silver to this day.  My grandfather, John
Hoey Moore senior, was once manager of this world famous mine.
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Jack Moore junior’s early education was at Paeroa and as evidence
of this his name appears on the Paeroa District High School’s Roll of
Honour for soldiers who served in the First World War.  He was
apprenticed to the Martha Mines ore crushing battery at Waikino near
Waihi and qualified as a mechanical engineer after five years.  In 1911
he went to Australia where he worked for several engineering firms.
He was in Sydney when the Great War started in August 1914.  He
volunteered for the Australian Army and two weeks later was assigned
to the 14th Field Company Engineers.  His service number of 101
indicates his early entry.  He left for Europe on the troopship Afric two
months later.  The Australian troopships and the New Zealand ones
which joined the convoy in Western Australia were diverted to Egypt.
On 25 April 1915 in the early morning he landed on Gallipoli where he
was wounded.  He was sent to Malta Hospital and then to hospital in
London.  He was sent back to the Suez Canal when fit and in early
1916 returned to England.

He was promoted to Corporal and was given the job of training raw
Australian recruits.  Unhappy with this he volunteered to give up his
promotion if he could be sent to fight on the Western Front in France
against the Germans.  This was approved and after spending nearly
two years on active service in France, he was sent back to Australia on
furlough for two months.  He returned to active service on the Western
Front until the Armistice in November 1918, after which he was with
the army of occupation in Belgium.  He returned to England in mid
1919 and was sent back to Sydney where he was discharged after exactly
five years of service, most of it active.  He was promoted to the rank of
sergeant while in France and in November 1917 was awarded the
Distinguished Conduct Medal for “Conspicuous Gallantry and
Devotion to Duty”.

He was a special Anzac, being New Zealand-born and fighting under
the Australian flag.  After serving over two years on the Western Front
and being wounded on Gallipoli, his tragic death ten years after the
War was a shock to his family and many friends.  He was my father
and after having read his letters, I am proud to be his son.  I know my
sister, his grandchildren, his great grandchildren and in fact, every
member of our extended family, will share my pride when they read
these letters.  My one regret is that my brother Alex is not with us to
share this experience.

We never knew this father of ours.  I was the oldest child in the
family and barely four years old when he died.  To me, reading and
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transcribing his letters, yellowed with age and in some cases, partly
eaten by silverfish during the years, has been as though I have been
privileged to look through a window of the past, showing five
momentous and glorious years of his short life.  This has enabled me to
know and understand him in a way that would otherwise not have
been possible.

This understanding has led me on a long journey in recent years in
an endeavour to document the circumstances of his death and the
events leading up to it.  At long last I have been able to reach a conclusion
regarding the reasons for his taking the ultimate step that he did.  I
have endeavoured to propose my own theory in the final chapter of
this book after having read his letters, pored through thirty five pages
of his army service history, spoken to elderly relatives, studied his post
war life and read witness statements presented at a coroner’s court.
However first his wartime letters as he wrote them over five years.
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TO MY DEAR MOTHER(1)

17th October 1914 to 20th January 1915(2)

Sunny Memories from the voyage of the Troopship A.19 HMTS
“AFRIC”(3)

Sunday night 11.30pm 17/10/14
I am writing my first experiences of the voyage while doing a two

hour guard duty on the troop deck.  I found it a good way to keep
myself awake.

Today we embarked on board the SS AFRIC.  Sydney did not know
we were going so the send off was very quiet.  As we came down to the
wharf early in the morning, the day was a very wet and windy one,
but quite a number of launches came around to bid us goodbye as the
anchor was lifted.

We cleared the Heads at 6.30am with good fresh sea running from
the south but soon found the AFRIC a fine sailer.  The tug and pilot
said goodbye and at the same time running Nelson’s signal to the mast,
“England expects every man to do his duty”.  In about half an hour
the first boy began to show signs of uneasiness and a little while later
took his position at the rail.  Before bedtime about half the sappers, (a
sapper is the name of an army field engineer) had joined him and
could not say they were holding their own.  I notice that most of the
anti sober and hardest case brats when in camp or on leave, are the
steady ones tonight on their feet.  I am sorry for some of the boys, one
fellow lost his false teeth first hit.  I wandered along to the cook’s galley
for some supper and obtained a piece of fat pork which I tied to a piece
of string.  Had some fine fun among the sappers.  I am satisfied that
pork is the best thing to bring them up on.  I was promised all sorts of
good times when my turn came but it has not arrived yet.  I caught
one of our officers with the pork and after he got over it he came back
and ordered me to do the first guard duty for the night.

(1) These letters were recorded in a notebook diary sent to his mother and cover the voyage
from Sydney and training in Egypt  prior  to leaving  for the Gallipoli campaign.

(2) Australia and New Zealand had pledged to support the British Empire in the War on 4/8/14.
(3) Sapper Jack Moore enlisted in the Australian Army in Sydney on 22/8/14, service number 101.
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So here I am on from 10pm until midnight watching the boys as
they sleep and helping the sick and helpless up and down the stairs.
Monday 18/10/14

The second day out proved a very sorry one for most of the brats,
some are all colours from yellow to pale green.  Towards the evening it
proved better and the boys more cheerful.  On board the AFRIC there
are 200 engineers, 200 of the ASC and the 1st Battalion of infantry, some
1000 strong.

One of the convoy to our ships, the Sydney I believe, steamed towards
us without any flag flying, she may have been German for all we knew.(4)

The flag went up much to our relief and she stood to attention as we
went by and dipped the flag, steaming off towards Melbourne.
Tuesday 19/10/14

This day is just glorious and all the boys are well with fun running
high.  We have had our hair clipped and look like a lot of convicts but
are very happy.  Our daily paper is a great success and is very popular.
It proves the value of the AFRIC, she being the only troopship with
such an up-to-date publishing plant.  It is better than many country
papers I have seen and certainly a great novelty to us on board.(5)

Wednesday 20/10/14
This finds us off the coast of South Australia.  Sharks and whales are

to be seen in large numbers.  The Gingerbeers (engineers), challenged
No. 1 Battalion to a tug of war but found the infantry men much too
heavy for them.  We have one lady on board, Dora, the pet monkey
who is full of light hearted gaiety and like most young ladies always
has two or three boys paying attention to her.  One of the chaps found
in the pocket of his pyjamas a note from the maker, wishing the soldier
who was issued with them all sorts of good luck.
Sunday 24/10/14

This morning finds us in the port of Albany and we expect to be
here for some days.  Only twelve of the troopships are here so far and
even then it is very interesting to see so many big ships in one spot.
Albany is a dreary looking place from our point of view but perhaps if
we could get ashore we would make some fun, the three hotels would
do a good trade I know.(6)

(4) HMAS Sydney was a cruiser launched in early 1914.  5400 tons, Top speed 27 knots with eight
 15.2cm and four 4.7cm guns, 400 crew, deck armour 76mm and waterline armour 76mm.

(5) A copy of the Afric’s newspaper is shown.
(6) Albany is a town in the extreme south of Western Australia.
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Tuesday 26/10/14
Our third day in Albany.  The transports and ships of war have been

arriving every day and about twenty five now lie at anchor.  This
morning, going on deck, Isaw all the boys collected and looking out to
sea.  There, steaming towards us was a mighty fleet of ships.  There
arose a great cry from the boys.  “Hurrah”, the pig islanders are coming.
It was with a feeling of pride in my dear old homeland, that I watched
the Maorilanders or “Pig Islanders” as the Australians call us, arrive in
port.  Perhaps I should have been with them for here was I, a true New
Zealander, going off to war with the Australians.  The new arrivals
included ten transports and four ships of war.  By the way, we have
two Japanese warships looking after us also.(7)  The New Zealand ships
are painted grey like warships while ours are all colours.(8)

Time goes very quickly on board and the boys make the pace fast
and positive, last night being one of the most amusing on record so far.
Some of the boys with pretty curly or silken locks had refrained from
getting them cut off in direct disobedience to the strict troopship orders.
Some of the engineers organised a good strong team and armed with
hair clippers, proceeded to carry out the duty of barbers which,
although rough, had the desired effect.  Each long haired soldier was
set upon and held down while the clipper man took a patch out of his
locks.  The rest of the hair was removed at the victim’s request next
day by the official barber.

A boxing tournament is to be set in motion and I see some kind friend
has appended my name to the list of those representing the engineers.  I
guess that means some hard work and a sore head at the finish.
Sunday 31/10/14

Today we left Albany with a sight one wi11 never forget, as the big
ships filed out of the harbour one by one.  Outside they form up into
four lines with the warships scouting along the perimeter.  The formation
is closed up with the ships about 400 yards apart.  Forty ships and four
warships in this formation must have been a sight the passengers of
the Katoomba will not forget as she passed us on the first day at sea.  It
is the largest fleet that ever sailed together.(9)

(7) Japan declared war on Germany on 23/8/14.  The Japanese warships were the armoured
cruiser Ibuki and the Chikuma.

(8) The convoy from New Zealand comprised ten ships.
(9) The convoy comprised 38 ships carrying 28000 officers and men.  At that time it was the

largest wartime convoy in the annals of British Naval history.
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Wednesday 3/11/14
We are now well on our way and as we sail north the heat makes

itself felt.  We look forward to some ship to overtake us or pass us just
for something to look at.  We get important news, courtesy of the ship’s
wireless, such as the winner of the Melbourne Cup etc and it is
comforting to know we are not completely cut off from the world.
Saturday 6/11/14

Today the mail boat Osterley, sister ship to our flagship, passed us
on her way to London.  She came quite close and the passengers gave
us three hearty cheers to which we reciprocated with much vigor.  Her
speed was about 16 miles per hour so she soon passed us easily as we
only make 10mph.  She will carry forward the news of our position.
As we steam along we expect to see something of the German raider,
Emden, which we have been told could be operating in this general
area.(10)  She will be able to make a splash if she can get into our lines
but we have four good watchdogs around us and no doubt the Emden
knows that too well.  The heat is telling as we are now one day north of
Perth.  The boys get up concerts with very good talent and we make
the time slip along.

We are looking forward to crossing the line and meeting Father
Neptune in the traditional manner.  I am sure he will have the biggest
catch he has ever had, as very few of the boys have crossed the line
before.

(10) This fact was a constant source of concern to British Naval authorities.  To attempt to
combat it they had deployed a large number of  Naval ships in the Indian Ocean.

Sunday 7/11/14
Today is quiet; we have church service but no other parades.  The

sea is calm with a colour of deep blue and with the ships dotted across
it looks like a giant chess board.  I see the Euripides is not in line and is
about half a mile out.(11)  One of the boys died yesterday and the ship is
conducting the burial service at sea.  Three deaths so far on this voyage
but that is only natural among 4000 men.  One of the convoy left us
this morning as she is required somewhere else.  We have just heard of
the sinking of the warship Good Hope and damage to the Glasgow
and Monmouth by a German battle fleet near Chile.  Perhaps our ship
has gone to help square that up with the German navy.(12)  We were

(11) The Euripides was the largest ship in the convoy.  15000 tons with 2350 men on board.
(12) This was avenged by the British Navy a month later near the Falklands Islands when the

German cruisers Dresden, Nuremberg,  Scharnhorst and Gneisnau were sunk by them.
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The Australian Cruiser, HMAS “Sydney” which, while escorting
the convoy of Anzac troops  to Egypt, attacked the “Emden”.

        (J. W. Kennedy collection)

informed today that if we behaved ourselves we could sleep on deck.  I
often think we are like a lot of kids with the “if you behave yourselves”,
tacked on to every concession.  Sleeping out on deck was not a great
success we were to find.  I retired at 9pm to bed which consisted of a
hammock swung between two derricks in mid air, with the blue sky
above and a drop of ten feet below, on to a steam winch.  This is not a
comforting thing to have on your mind when you are trying to get to
sleep in a hammock.  The ship’s pet monkey, Dora, kept us awake
until midnight, as she was suffering from an attack of indigestion as a
result of eating too much chocolate.  She kicked up a wail and row like
a Maori tangi.  After this the horses tethered on deck kicked and fought
until about 4am when it started to rain.  I shifted on to the deck under
cover but this was
short-lived as at 5am
the crew turned on
hoses to clean the
decks.  We all went
below and were up
again at 6.30am for
morning drill.  A
rather disturbed
night’s rest but all in
all the time passes and
most importantly we
are well fed.
Monday 8/11/14

The excitement has
been running at fever
pitch.  The HMAS
Sydney left us this
morning and the Jap
has been moving
about in a restless way
giving rise to all sorts
of rumours and
speculations among
the boys.(13)  Great was

(13) The Japanese heavy
cruiser Ibuki.
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Part of the front page of the newspaper published on board the “AFRIC” after the “SYDNEY” had
disabled the “EMDEN”.       (From his collection)
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The German light cruiser and merchant raider “Emden” after being damaged by the HMAS
“Sydney” and driven ashore on Cocos Island, 8-11-14.      (Bill Deed collection)

(14) The Emden was a German light cruiser of 3660 tons with a top speed of 21 knots, ten 10.5cm
guns and manned by a crew of 365 officers and men.  She had been sinking Allied ships in
the Indian Ocean carrying out her role as a merchant raider.

our joy and relief when at 2pm we heard by wireless from the Sydney
that she had intercepted the Emden and after engaging her had forced
her to run on to Cocos Islands.  The message also said she was chasing
the Emden’s collier.  We knew the Emden was about somewhere in
this area but did not know she was only ten miles away last night.
Cocos Islands are only forty miles distant from us now and this shows
the perfect vigilance our bulldogs are keeping over us.  It was a fine
sight to see the Sydney wheel round and dash off to the northwest.
We knew she had something in sight and she made 23 miles per hour.
I should like to be in Sydney when the news arrives there.  We are
anxiously awaiting her return to see if she brings the captured crews
with her.  The little cub has kept up the reputation of the race.(14)

Wednesday 10/11/14
This afternoon is a holiday and we are having a sports program which

includes the second boxing tournament.  I have managed to win two
bouts so far and have two more to finish or get finished.  Now that the
Emden is out of the way, we feel much safer.  The Sydney has gone on
to Colombo and the Empress of Asia came for the prisoners.
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Friday 12/11/14
This is the great day of the trip, for we are now crossing the line and

strange as it may seem, it is as cold as a spring day in New Zealand
with a high wind blowing.  The sailors had rigged up a large canvas
bath about twelve feet square and four feet deep, having a platform on
one end.  The officers took their ducking first.  The new chums were
lined up on the troopdeck with the boys crowded around the rigging
to have a good view.  I had a box seat on a ventilator which I later
found to be a very uncomfortable position.

After some delay the drums and trumpets of Father Neptune were
heard and then he appeared in all his warpaint with a full court of
followers.

They had great mops of hair and beards taken from an old flax
mattress and painted in all colours.  They were armed with pitchforks,
swords, buckets of yellow paste and soot, a tar brush and a big wooden
razor.  They proceeded to the boat deck to inspect the candidates who
were scantily clad and looking rather frightened.  Beer was handed
round, most of which they poured over one another.  From the
platform, Father Neptune made a speech.  The first victim was then
marched along and placed on a box with his back to the water, facing

Japanese heavu cruiser “Ibuk”i. The Japanese warship “Chikuma” was also helping to protect
the convoy.            (J. W. Kennedy collection)
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Crossing the Line (equator) on the HMATS “Afric” on 12-
11-1914.                           (From Sapper Jack’s collection)

Father Neptune and his Parliament.  In this position it reminded one
of the old saying “Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea”.  After a
few solemn words from the King, the paint brushes were applied to
the unfortunate victim, together with the soot which made a fine
mixture.  Then the barber scraped him clean with much force and not
much science.  All at once the box was tilted and the shaved one dropped
backwards into the water where he was set upon by a team of big hefty
chaps who ducked him again and again until he was half drowned.
They then pitched him out to the waiting crowd to deal with him as
they pleased.  This included playing a big fire hose on him and also
hosing down the onlookers.  That was when I found my perch on top
of the ventilator was not the best place to be, as I offered a very tempting
target for that fire hose.  So the fun went on until some bright spark
thought of a devilish
trick.  He picked up a
bucket of soot and put it
in the hose at the tap
end.  As the hose was
about sixty feet long, by
the time the water
reached the nozzle it was
a good mixture.  This
time when it was played
over the crowd it had the
effect of changing the
colour of all it came in
contact with.  As a result
we all jumped into the
big bath.  When this was
full of bodies, someone
thoughtfully cut the
ropes and bindings that
held the bath together.
When it collapsed, the
water rushed away and
left us all in a struggling
heap on which the dirty
hose played without
mercy.  So ended a very
interesting ceremony.
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(15) The Australian cruiser Sydney out-gunned the Emden and was able to stay out of range of
the German guns while lobbing 15.2cm shells into the raider.  180 of the German crew were
either killed or drowned and 40 were injured with little damage to the Sydney. The
Emden suffered severe damage and was run ashore to prevent her sinking.

Sunday 15/11/14
This morning shows up bright and clear with the sea like glass.  Much

to our joy we see the first land for two weeks.  We have to thank the
Sydney sinking the Emden for our safe journey.(15)  As we cruise along
the coast of sunny Ceylon, hundreds of square cut rigged catamarans
swarm on the sea but we are going too fast for them to be able to sell us
fruit.  Colombo is in sight and we are all keen to get there and sample
the fresh fruit for which it is noted.  Fresh fruit is one of the things we
have missed on board.  All the New Zealand boats went on ahead as
they were short of fresh water and they are now at anchor in the
harbour, together with the four warships.  They fill the small harbour.
One 20000 ton ship, sister ship to the Empress of Ireland, is here.  She
went to Cocos Island to pick up the crew of the stranded Emden.
Monday 16/11/14

Here we are at anchor and very disappointed for we are not allowed
ashore and the authorities will not allow the fruit boats to come out to
us.  Most of the brats are in a bad temper for a soldier thinks mainly of
his stomach before anything else.  As Colombo is a modern town of
importance, it is well laid out and looks very pretty from the ship.  The
convoy must present a rare sight to the residents, especially at night
when all their lights are burning.
Wednesday 18/11/14

We are leaving Colombo after two days stay and as we did not go
ashore cannot say what the place is like.  We were very sad today to
hear that dear old “Bobs” is dead.  (British Commander, Field Marshal
Earl Roberts of Khartoum).  We all hoped to see him when we reach
England.  Today was the semi final of our boxing and I was lucky enough
to score again.  It was rather comical as my bout was with a Maori and
we were talking to one another in Maori.  The boys from Australia
could not make it out at all.
Thursday 19/11/14

There is nothing very interesting just now as the Arabian sea is just
the same as any other until we come in sight of the Island of Sacotra.
Sacotra is very rough and seems to be all sand.  They say there are
Arabs living on it but it does not look very inviting.
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(16) At this stage the soldiers did not know they were not going to Britain.
(17) Lord Kitchener, British Secretary of War and a long time hero of the Empire’s armies.

Saturday 21/11/14
Today we have had rifle drill competitions on board the old ship for

all the troops.  The Engineers put up two teams, ASC two teams and
the 1st Battalion eight teams.  The results were Engineers, first and
second place, ASC third and fourth.  It proves the Divisional Corps
can beat the Infantry at their own game.  The prizes were £7 for first,
£2-l0s for second and a trip to the theatre for us when we get to London,
given by our officers.(16)  In the evening a grand concert at the sharp
end of the boat proved a great success.  A good deal of talent came to
light.  We have a piano and a small orchestra which performs well.
Wednesday 25/11/14

This morning we came in sight of the high and rocky cliffs of Aden
and I must say after the pretty little town of Colombo it does look
dismal and uninviting.  Nothing but sand and rocks; no trees about at
all.  There is a large fort and a lighthouse.  We only stay 24 hours in
Aden so we were unable to go ashore but from all accounts I do not
believe we missed much.  The anchors were weighed and the ships
formed in line again to head off for the Red Sea.  One of our boys was
asking me this morning when the water would change colour and was
this the place where they caught red herrings.  I think he might be
having me on.  The Red Sea has a great reputation for being hot but I
don’t feel it so; I have no trouble getting to sleep.  I can see the great
sand deserts of Arabia stretching across to the skyline.  It looks a dreary
place and makes one feel thankful he is a Maorilander and not an Arab.
Today we finished our boxing tournament.  I was pitted against a crack
this time and came off second best.

All the same I am quite pleased with myself to win second place and
a prize of £3 for my troubles.  The canteen has run out of green ink so
I have to change colour to black.
November 26th 1914

Today we received the most sensational news of the trip.  Our CO
came down to the troop deck and told us that Kitchener had ordered
us to disembark at Alexandria for Egypt to finish our training there.(17)

At present we are in the Suez Canal and very soon we will be on Terra
Firma once more.  The reason for this is that the winter at Home would
be too severe for us and anyway the barracks are all full in England.
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We do not know whether to be pleased or disappointed for we were
looking forward to a traditional Christmas in Old England whereas
Egypt will not be like Home to us.  However it will be an interesting
experience in a new country and at least it will be warm.
December 2nd 1914

We are now anchored at the Port of Suez and waiting our turn with
many others to sail through the Canal.  This morning we were joined
by fourteen large transports from India, so along with our forty ships,
the Canal is one long line of vessels.  The natives have been along side
today selling fruit and cigarettes and we are now gorged with the fruit.
We have been given great pages of instructions as to what not to do
when we arrive in Egypt but I am afraid we are a “do as we please”
crowd and will probably bend the rules our way.  I believe the cost of
living is fairly expensive there so I suppose it will cost us something if
we go on the tourist racket.
Suez Canal...

After having a searchlight fitted to our old tub we started on the
interesting passage of the famous canal.  The Engineers were put on
guard and supplied with plenty of ammunition which means we may
be fired on at any time by the Turks who we heard today were sending
an army to invade Egypt.  We may have some fighting here; the brats
are keen for anything of that sort.(18)

The Canal is a wonderful piece of work and its entrance at Suez is
very interesting.  The people in the main street of Suez turned out to
give us a cheer.  All along the banks Indian troops in fortified positions
are defending the Canal against attacks by Turkish troops.
Port Said...

This morning when we woke up we were anchored in Port Said and
moored alongside the Marine Parade.  Of course we have spent all day
giving more or less cheek to the people in the street.  Every white girl
that goes by receives a great ovation from the boys and if she waves
back to them, they nearly go mad.  I suppose it is only to be expected
since apart from Dora, the ship’s monkey, they have not seen a lady in
seven weeks since leaving Australia.  There have been native fruitsellers
all around and they have done very well selling to the boys.  This port

(18) On 2/2/1915, two months later, British troops annihilated three columns of German Officered
Turkish troops attempting to cross the Suez Canal from Sinai.
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is a busy place and just now it is full of warships.  I can see two
dreadnoughts and a dozen smaller craft.  They tell us it will take ten
days to land the 30,000 troops on the ships at Alexandria.
Alexandria...

Here we are anchored out in the stream waiting for a berth at the
wharf.  What strikes one most about Alexandria is the great numbers
of idle shipping in the port.  When we were told that all the idle vessels
were German prizes of war brought here for safe keeping, it makes
one think how foolish the Kaiser is and how much the Germans have
already lost.  Today we had the first death on the AFRIC.  One of the
infantry soldiers who had been sick, passed away and some of our
boys attended the funeral.  We go along side this morning and our
view of the streets gives us something to think and laugh about.  The
natives are great fun for us and they come around in hundreds, all
with one object in view; that is to beg, borrow or steal and they are
very efficient in any of these occupations.  Some come round with
guinea pigs and chickens and perform tricks with the unfortunate
creatures.

The native wheat carts are comical constructions with four little
wheels, a very narrow body and a long pole with two donkeys pulling
it.  Some are drawn by a skinny mule (I thought they were horses).
Egypt...

A land full of wonders and everywhere one goes are seen signs of
someone’s work in the long past ages.  It makes you wonder what the
scene was like in those days, for the ruins that are left are only the
foundations of the original structures.  Even the mighty Pyramids have
been robbed of the covering of beautiful polished granite stone.  This
stripping was done by the Arabs 600 years ago when they overran Egypt.
The stone was used by them to build a mosque in Cairo.  This building
is among the most beautiful in the world.  The granite stone is like that
which forms the foundation of the Auckland Post Office but it is a
much better colour.  It was obtained by the ancient Copts or Egyptian
race from quarries 500 miles up the Nile and placed upon the faces of
the Pyramids in blocks four or five feet square.  The third pyramid is
still half covered and the joints in the stone are so perfect that in many
cases it is impossible to see them.  Under this covering is a second skin
of two or three layers of granite which although it is as hard, is not the
good colour of the outside skin.  Between this and the walls of the
tombs, the stone is cut from white limestone quarries.  The tombs are
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Sketch from Jack Moore’s diary showing details of the Pyramid of Cheops in Egypt drawn while
on leave.             (From his own collection)
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Sapper Jack’s Engineer Corps at the Sphinx in Egypt, circa January 1915.
                      (From his own collection)

made of great stone or rather granite slabs, some as large as two billiard
tables and about four feet thick.  The entrance is about the size of a
window and from this a long inclined passage runs up to the chamber
where the tomb is located.  There is also a passage which leads to a
tomb below the surface.  I could go on for a week talking about the
Pyramids, the Spinx, etc but I’m afraid I do not have the time or the
space in this small note book and I want to give you an idea of our life
here in the few remaining pages.  After leaving Alexandria by train
early in the morning, we reached Cairo about 1pm.  On the way we
passed through towns and villages between which lay stretches of land.

The delta of the Nile river, every inch of which was under cultivation,
looked like a great Chinese garden.  At Cairo we had a cup of cocoa
and a bun, had a spell, and then, packed into tramcars, we set off for
our camping ground at Mena.  The trip out was very interesting for
everything was new to us; even the smell of the native villages.  The
road between Cairo and the Pyramids is very good, being perfectly
flat, with a beautiful avenue of trees all the way, having canals and
green fields on either side.  We found our camp all ready for us and
the natives all busy making roads through it with a steam roller, for it is
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Part of Mena Camp in Egypt. December 1914.
              (From Jack Moore’s collection)

Soldiers joy-riding on a “Ship of the Desert” at the Pyramids. December, 1914.
              (From Jack Moore’s collection)
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Australians sightseeing at the Sphinx and Pyramids in Egypt.
Late 1914.                             (From Jack Moore’s own collection)

pitched on the desert sand with the roads made of stone.  The Royal
Engineers from England had been at work and a good water supply
had been laid on, together with small tramways which were laid out
into the desert.  These were to be used to transport rubbish to tips, for
in a camp like this, cleanliness is before Godliness every time.  I’m
afraid the latter is a long way down the list.  Here we soon settle down
and considered ourselves very lucky to have tents to live in since most
of the Infantry are out in the open.

We landed here on Wednesday and on Thursday were given leave
to go into Cairo.  We
were soon off to take
advantage of it after
our long trip in
confinement.  Of
course the first thing
was money, as we had
English gold we did
not know how many
Egyptian piasters we
should get for a quid.
We soon found out, as
the system used is
much the same as the
American, only the
standard coin is the
piaster worth about 2½
pence.  It is made up
of coins of the values of
1, 2, 5, 10 and 20
piasters.  The first is of
nickel, the rest of silver,
with the piaster split
into ten copper coins.
The natives took us
down at first but we
soon picked up the
hang of it and the value
of different articles.
Cairo is a city with very
little to its credit.  It is
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Australians training with 4.7 inch field gun at Mena Camp in Egypt. Late 1914.
              (From Jack Moore’s collection)

Australian Engineers building a trestle bridge at Mena Camp in Egypt with an Arab dhow
passing under. January, 1915.                    (From his collection)

considered to be one of the fastest cities in the East but the colonial
brats soon picked up the pace and sat on the safety valve to make her
go faster.  Before we came here, Cairo was faced with ruin as she depends
mostly on tourists for a living.  However when we hove in sight, we
were better than all the tourists.
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AIF Engineers building a bridge at Mena Camp, circa December 1914.
(From his own collection)

The population is composed mainly of French, Italian, Greek,
Egyptians and Arabs with a few British.  You can imagine from the
mixture what the place would be like under Turkish rule, but now that
it is British it will improve.
15/1/15

The time at Mena camp is going very quickly as we have been training
very hard.(19)  There must be something coming up.  The sooner the
better, as far as yours truly is concerned.  We have had no mail, probably
because of our sudden change of destination.  The training has been
intensive as far as the Engineers are concerned.  We have been building
bridges across canals.  These include a suspension bridge, a trestle bridge
and a trussed type.  All very well doing this with a few Arabs watching
us; what will it be like doing the same thing under fire?  Maybe we will
find out soon.  To make the Aussies feel at home we even have a pet
kangaroo who crawls into our tents at night to sleep.  We have had
more leave in Cairo and can find our way around well now, without
being taken down by the natives.  It is all very interesting.

(19) Mena Camp was also well known to Dominion troops during WW2.
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The “Camp Mascot” at Mena camp in Egypt. It had to be a kangaroo. January 1915.
   (From Jack Moore’s collection)

(20) This ends Jack Moore’s diary covering his troopship voyage from Sydney and training in
Egypt.  Letters to his mother in New Zealand, his sister and other members of his immediate
family follow, obviously with instructions that they keep them for him when he returned.
There are many chronological gaps in the dates of these letters due to strict Army censorship,
inability to write at the time and mail loss due to enemy action on the high seas.  Some,
particularly from France, are repetitive and have not been included.  The people to whom
they were addressed include his MOTHER, Mary Ann Moore of Auckland, New Zealand,
her daughter and his half sister DULCIE Brodie (nee Nicks) of Thames, NZ, Dulcie’s
daughter MARY who as Lady Mary Mathews died in New Plymouth, NZ in 1999, his other
half sister, ISABELLA Barnett (nee Moore) of Te Waotu, NZ, his uncle and mother’s
brother, Billy NICHOLL who developed the Martha gold mine in Waihi, NZ in 1879.  The
letters are as he wrote them in view of the knowledge of events he possessed at that time
and place.  History and hindsight may have proved him wrong in some instances as a
soldier’s on-site observations are sometimes limited and distorted.

20/1/15
I’m afraid I will have to cut short this tale, as we have to get rid of

our gear.  This looks like “It” and it may be some time before I can
continue.  I hope to finish it another day.  At any rate, there will not be
much of this trip that one is likely to forget for a long time.(20)
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An Arab soldier alongside his Australian counterpart in Egypt.
 (From Jack Moore’s collection)

The 1910 Ensign camera Jack Moore used for many of the early photographs in “Anzac Jack”.
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(21) This Turkish attack at 3am on May 19th 1915 was carried out with 42,000 troops against
13,000 Australian and New Zealand soldiers in trenches. It was intended to crush the
Anzac enemy in a single devastating assault and drive them back to the beaches where they
had landed a month before.  When the Turkish attackers finally gave up and retreated they
left 4000 dead and thousands of injured soldiers on the slopes before the Anzac trenches.

LETTERS

Hospital Ship Soudan
May 22nd 1915

Dear Mother,
About six hours after writing the enclosed letter, the enemy made a

fierce attack on our position but the brats gave them all the delight
they were looking for.(21)  This brat got on top of the parapet of the
trench to get better shooting at them and got bowled over.  It was
about 1 o’clock in the morning but lucky it was a clean bullet through
the right shoulder, it broke a few bones but otherwise I am OK but will
be out of the firing line for a few weeks, worse luck, as it is good sport
up there.  The Turks were within 10 yards of us when I was hit but
they went back, or rather a few did.  I am now on a hospital ship and
expect to be in Malta tomorrow (23/5/15) so will have a rest for a while
and a bath.  I have not had a wash for 15 days or my boots off even. No
water and no time, it’s hard enough to get a drink and a sleep.  Now
mother, my arm is getting tired and mail closes soon, so I must say
goodnight with my very best wishes that you have a happy birthday
on the 21st.  (Parcel following if possible).

From your loving son,
Jack.
Best love to all and let them know I am well.

Malta
May 30th 1915

My Dear Mother,
For me to write a letter is a very pleasant pastime, but also a very

painful one just at present.  My arm and shoulder are bound up and I
can only move my hand from the wrist; this inactive life gets on ones
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nerves after the good sport we have been having lately. I see by the
paper that our friends the Turks, left 7000 dead and wounded on the
field the night I was hit.  My it was great to see them coming up, you
could not miss them even with eyes shut.  I got three shots into the
chap who put the window in my shoulder, before I dropped off the
parapet.  He never stirred again, but my, the kick of the rifle did shake
the broken bones up in my shoulder.  I waited for a while until I saw
the Turks on the run, then I toddled off, after saying Good Luck to the
boys, down to the beach about a mile from the firing line.  They could
not spare anyone to go with me  so with a few spells on the way, I
managed to get there all right. My boots were full of blood by the time
I got to the bottom of the hill and I felt pretty sticky.  At the dressing
station I was soon fixed up and I knew I was not much hurt, for in the
field we say a man’s hurt when he’s got a leg or two missing, or the
side of his head off, whereas I’ll be back again, I hope, before long.
Well after that I have not much to tell, they put me on a stretcher, put
the stretcher on a boat and we were towed through a choppy sea, with
the bullets still dropping round us, to the hospital ship, Sudan, where
the stretcher was picked up by the winch and hoisted aboard like so
much cargo, run down a lift into a ward on the ship and our blood-
soaked clothes cut off.  We were then washed and put to bed by Jack
Tars who, for their care and tenderness, equal any nurses that ever I
have seen.  The ship, which belongs to the Navy, was beautifully fitted
out and we were soon leaving the booming of the guns which had
been ringing in my ears night and day for close on a month.

Now I had something fresh to keep me awake although my troubles
were slight, compared with some of those around me.  Five of the lads
near me died of frightful wounds on the trip to Malta but not a murmur
from them to show what they suffered.  One chap next to me  had a
beautiful set of teeth before a bullet had passed through his mouth
from one side to the other. It had stripped off every tooth in the front
but had hardly touched his lips.  Another chap, a half-caste, has a
bullet through his brain and is quite well and going back again soon.
Quite a number have to thank the Turks for a new parting in their hair.
Coming over in the boat to Malta, we had one fellow passenger who
was not much hurt but thought he was, and every time he went to
sleep would sing out for his mother, “Mother”.  Mother would go to
him in the shape of a big jovial Jack Tar who seemed to act mother’s
part all right, for the lad would stop singing out, except for a “Don’t
leave me mother” now and again.  Of course Jack got the name of
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“Mother” by all the ward.  The ship’s parrot got hold of it and you
would hear him all over the ship, yelling “Mother, don’t leave me
Mother”.

At Malta we were given back our clothes, or what was left of them
and with our bandaged limbs and blood stained clothes, we did look a
row of warriors.  The ladies of Malta treated us right royally with
chocolates and cigarettes.

Well, there is not much for me to tell; after landing we were carted
over a very rough road to the Military Hospital of Cottonera, given a
suit of pyjamas and put to bed once more.  Then taken before the
hospital doctor who pronounced my case as serious, but quite all right.
The bullet was a dum dum, for it entered just where the pencil mark is
in the enclosed photo.  It is quite a small hole and at the back is about
1½” long by about 1 inch wide.  I have got the bullet, as it went into
the sand bags at the side of the trench and my mates dug it out next
morning.  I will send it to you when I get a chance.  I have another one
that I dug out of my leg, it only went in an inch.

Another shrapnel bullet caught me on the spine but I was lucky as it
had no force to go in far enough to do any harm.  This life is very slow
here in the hospital; I wish I was well again, although I am doing fine
and getting the use of my arm by degrees.

I will have a good chance to write and tell you more of what has
been our lot while in Turkey and what the Turkish welcome was like.
Goodbye for the present.

Best love to all from your affectionate son,
Jack.

Cottonera Hospital
Malta
June 5th 1915

My Dear Mother,
I wrote to you last week telling you how I got to Malta.  I am getting

stronger every day now, although I can’t lift my arm yet, it makes one
very impatient to be cooped up here but I am glad I can write a little.  I
will tell you something of my travels since we left Egypt, which was
about 13 weeks ago.  We sailed out of Alexandria on the SS “Suffolk”,
along with the 3rd Brigade (about 4000 Australians).  We did not know
for where but we soon found ourselves heading for the Dardanelles
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and arrived at the Greek-Turkish island of Lemnos with its harbour
called Mudros.  Here we spent some eight weeks altogether, in fact a
very slow time of it, although at times in that little harbour there were
as many as 80 of the biggest ships on transport work.  Also most of the
British and French Navies, including the “Big Lizzie” (Queen Elizabeth)
and what a token of the power of steam, steel and guns she is, especially
when one thinks of the effect of those guns, as we saw it within a few
feet of us later on.(22)

Well, we were fairly busy forming the harbour into a base for our
operations and growling all the time at the delay.  You see, we thought
perhaps Kitchener did not think we were good enough and perhaps
the war would die down and we would go home with bare faced medals
because the Suez Canal business was only a picnic, but my we got a
dose of it when it did come.  Kitchener promised us that the Third
Brigade would be the first landing party on the Dardanelles and as

The British Battleship HMS “Queen Elizabeth”. took part in the failed attack on the Dardanelles
and later supported the Gallipoli Landings.           (J. W. Kennedy collection)

(22) The HMS Queen Elizabeth was a new British battleship with eight 15 inch guns and one of
the most powerful afloat at that time.  She was the first of five similar to be built for the
British Navy.
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events followed he kept his promise, with the result that there are not
many of the said brigade left.

Our first experience of war in the Dardanelles was when 20 of us
engineers were picked out to join the Royal Marines and go to the
Straits to blow up some forts.  Of course we were in great glee as we
transhipped to the “Cawdor Castle” and after a few days, sailed out of
Mudros with the fleet, and within four hours were among the booming
guns of the fleet bombarding the forts.(23)  It was a fiery spot and we
could see the forts and the shells dropping on them, sending up clouds
of dust and stones.  One shell hit a lighthouse like the Rangitoto beacon
and it fell into the sea like a house of cards.  Another big white house
got three shells into it, one took the roof off, the second levelled it to
the ground and the third set it on fire.  All the time we were watching,
something else was going on.  First we saw the “Gaulois” (French ship)
towed out with her nose down and propellers out of the water.  She

(23) The Allied Forces had decided to try and force the Dardanelle Straits on March 18th, 1915
with a variety of warships and thus provide a sea route to the Turkish capital of
Constantinople (now Istanbul) .  This action would have greatly assisted the land forces in
their later task had the operation been successful. The intended purpose of the whole
operation was to provide access to the Black Sea and thus Russian sea ports.

HMS “Agamemnon”. She took part in the ill fated Dardanelles action on March 18th, 1915.
            (From Jack Moore’s own collection)
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had struck a mine. Then violent explosions around the other ships, the
“Ocean” began to settle down but still firing, the “Bouvet” (French)
sank in three minutes, the “Irresistible” was mined and sank, and the
“Inflexible” was brought out badly damaged.  This all happened between
3pm in the afternoon and 6pm, so you see they were a sad three hours
for the British and French Fleets.  The old “Ocean” was game, she fought

Overall map of the Mediterranean where the Dardanelles and Gallipoli events took place. Note.
The starting point for the Anzacs at Alexandria (lower right) to Lemnos near Gallipoli; the trip
to Gallipoli and the subsequent voyage for Sapper Jack Moore to Malta (left) where the  Cottenera
hospital was based.
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until she was pretty well under and the guns were so hot that the
shells burst a few yards from the ship, then destroyers came alongside
and took off the crew.(24)  The “Bouvet” went down with nearly all
hands.  On account of this disaster, we were ordered back to Lemnos,
as they could not carry on with the operations.

The weather was bad, so back we went rather crestfallen.  After a
few more weeks of this hard life and it was hard as one chap said,
living in an iron ship, sleeping on an iron floor, fed on iron rations and
a cove in charge of us called iron (Ian) Hamilton.  At last we began to
prepare for the long awaited day.  Ships arrived with the rest of the
Australians and New Zealanders and we began to practise landing at
night from the battleships.  My section of engineers with the 10th

Battalion of Infantry were to land from the HMS Prince of Wales, so
we were on and off her every day to get used to disembarking and
landing without noise or trouble.  At last on the 24th April, “The Day”
arrived.  We were paraded on the deck of the “Ionion” and the Major
read out letters from Kitchener and General Birdwood, telling us what

(24) Ten days before the Naval assault the Turks had laid twenty mines in the channel.

Large scale map of the Dardanelles where the abortive Naval action was fought almost one
month (18/3/15), before the Gallipoli Landings on 25/4/15.
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Large scale map of the area where the Anzac, British and French troops carried out landings on
the Gallipoli and Dardanelles beaches on April 25. 1915.
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was expected of us, what we had to face, that the Turks were good
stubborn fighters, that the hope of success lay in our driving the enemy
off the sea front in the first rush so that our supports could land in the
daylight.  The 3rd Brigade, mostly miners from Broken Hill, West
Australia and Queensland, looked fit for the job; the finest body of
men that ever I have seen.  It seems wrong that so many should be
wasted on a mob of heathen Turks, although every 10th man among the
Turks is a German.  Without them the Turks would be useless.  Well,
every man was fitted out for the job.  I had on my back about 120lbs
which comprised 300 rounds of ammunition, pack with 5 days food,
water bottles, overcoat, rifle, bayonet and entrenching tools, a big iron
grappling with about 100 feet of stout rope and wire cutters.  The latter
were to cut and pull down barb wire entanglements.  Then when all
was ready a torpedo boat came along and took us on board the Prince
of Wales about 11 o’clock in the morning.  (I have just received your
very welcome cable and sent the reply, it was a great relief to me to get
it).  Well, when on board the warship, we were told to enjoy ourselves
while we could so we had full run of the ship.  The harbour was packed
with ships all with steam up and full of expectant troopers.  The “Queen
Lizzie” was seen to weigh anchor and move, then the “Majestic” fell in
behind her, our ship the “Prince of Wales” third, then came the
“Canapous”, “Uralous” and two more, the “London” I think was one.

The British Battleship HMS “Prince of Wales” on board which Sapper Moore and his mates
sailed from Lemnos to Gallipoli on 24/04/15.            (J. W. Kennedy collection)
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They formed up in battle line and steamed out of the harbour, past
all the troopships with bands playing.  The troopships, French, British
and Indian, as well as the Colonials, were all cheering.  It was the most
thrilling sight I have ever witnessed, for it is one thing to go on a big
battleship in a harbour and look at her as we did in  New Zealand, but
it is quite different to be on one when she is in battle formation, cleared
for action and going full speed.  Every man felt as keen as mustard.
The Dardanelles are only a four hour trip from Lemnos, so to fill in the
time from 2 in the afternoon till 2 next morning, they took us for a
cruise.

We were told to enjoy ourselves, so we had a good feed and roamed
about the ship, playing with the big guns like a lot of kittens playing
with a tabby cat’s paws.  Within 24 hours, how that old tabby cat used
those paws to protect her kittens. It made us glad we were British and
had the good old Navy behind us.

We spent a very enjoyable time among the Jack Tars.  I was down in
the engine room, for it has always been my ambition to see a
dreadnought’s engines under full speed and it’s nice to realise one’s
ambition, even if you are going to die in the morning.  While down
there I put my bayonet on the grindstone, in fact the grindstone was
fairly busy.  It seemed to be the only thing that reminded one of the
work on the morrow.    As one Jack Tar remarked, “God help the Turks
when these blokes get among them”.  We had a bit of a sing song
during the evening, then about ten o’clock we lay down on our packs
for a few hours sleep, in fact it was my last sleep for a full three days.
About two o’clock we were turned out to receive final orders; told that
when we reached the beach we would find barb wire and spiked pits.
The former we were to cut down and drag away with grappling irons,
to clear the way for the infantry to charge the enemy who were
entrenched behind these obstructions.

We engineers did not go much on our chance of seeing daylight and
I scribbled a few lines to you which I am pleased to say were never
sent, for our luck was in, because in the dark we were landed in a
different place from the one intended and this place had no obstructions
in the shape of barb wire.  The Turks depended on the high cliffs from
the beach to stop us.  Well, after our instructions were given, we had
half an hour to wait then the battleships stopped.  The moon was just
sinking.  My what a sight to see, all those big black forms on the water,
not a light, not a sound anywhere.  Then the boats were brought
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“The calm before the storm”. Australians disembarking at Anzac Cove, Gallipoli.
                      (From his own collection)

alongside and we filed off into them.  Our lads were in a small boat
and they packed us in.  I was detailed off to take an oar as there were
only 2 sailors in our boat.  Everything was carried out in real Navy
style, every man knew his place, not a sound, the oars were covered
with rag bindings to stop rattle in handling, each man had orders to
put plugs in any bullet holes that came in the boats.  About 4 boats
were fastened in line with two ropes and a picket boat towed us.  The
battleships moved off again and we followed.  They steamed for about
half an hour, it seemed 10 hours to us, then the ships stood in to the
land and we went ahead.  I think there were about six picket boats
with their smokey trail of colonial freight, each silent but pent-up as
excitement was in every man to the full.  Being at the oars I could not
see ahead and I was scared to look round for fear that the great oar
which I held in the air on end, would fall.  Daylight or rather dawn
was just breaking and we could see the other boats and the cliffs more
plainly every minute.  We must be 200 yards off now and could just see
the warships behind us coming up, not a shot yet, were we lucky we
wondered, would there be any Turks?  Then “CRACK,“every man’s
heart gave a jump.  I know mine did.  Then crack,  crack, a few seconds,
then a continuous volley. This was in turn  added to by the vicious
spilling cracking of machine guns, with the zip-zip-zip as the bullets
hit the water like a shower of red-hot coals, These were mostly explosive
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bullets.  You could see the little flashes in the air, then above the din
came the order “Stand to,  cast off, down oars, then pull for your lives,”
We did pull, expecting to be bowled over any second.

A machine gun was playing on us but luckily just over our heads.  At
last, after straining at the big oars for what seemed like an hour to me,
we grounded.  When I looked round, half the boys were out of the
boat.  I picked up rifle and gear, climbed over the side, stood on a rock
and slipped off it.  The weight of my gear sent me to the bottom of
about four feet of water and it was just as much as I could do to get a
footing. I soon dragged myself on to the beach and fixed my bayonet.(25)

As soon as the Turks on the beach heard the bayonets being fixed, they
did not wait but off up to their trenches on the cliff.  We all dropped
down and threw off our packs, then up and after them.  It was hard in
the semi-dark to find a way up, but the boys did not wait to look.  They
scrambled over dead and wounded men up the narrow paths and in
ten minutes from landing, the Turks were either bayoneted in the trench
or making back for the next as fast as their legs and good knowledge of
the country would let them.  They were not going to wait to be taken
and eaten by these Australian cannibals, as they had been told we were
by their own Hun officers.  I think the Germans made a great mistake
in telling them that for it put the fear of Typo into them.  One that we
captured later said he wanted to be shot but not cooked alive.(26)

Well Mother, I must close this letter now but will continue next week
as the mail is closing.  So goodbye for the present.  I hope you had a
pleasant birthday.

Kia Ora, Best love from
Jack.

(I am sending a Malta paper with a good account of some of the
happenings of the first few days, by one of the officers who landed
later in the day, also the pieces of my coat where the bullet went in and
came out on my shoulder.  My mates dug the bullet out of some sand
bags that were behind me.  The trouble was I should have been behind
the sandbags instead of in front of them but the excitement was too
great to stay behind the parapet and fire over it.  We all hopped out of
the trench to give room for others on the parapet.

(25) Sapper Jack Moore and his mates from the Third Brigade were among the first to land on
the Gallipoli Peninsula on April 25th 1915.

(26) A mythical monster from legends of the Maori people of New Zealand.
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Australian troops going ashore at Anzac landing beach.
   (From Jack Moore’s collection)

The area where the Anzacs landed. An x marks the spot where a shell has landed.
Photo attributed to L. C. Tatton, Phillip G. Hunt & Co. London. (From Sapper Jack’s collection)
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Cottonera Hospital
Malta
June 14th 1915

My Dear Mother,
Last night I received your second wire; you want to know when I

will be discharged from the hospital.  Well, I can’t say yet but I know it
will be as soon as I can make it.  The rest will do me good and the
nurses are just dears, but I’m longing to get back to my mates again.
I’m afraid they will have all the Turks killed and I’d like to get a few
more scalps yet.  The Turks complain we are using savage methods of
warfare.  They are born cowards and when up against it cry “Alla, Alla,
merci, merci”.  They get “Alla, merci” from us, followed by a broken
neck.  Unless we are being pressed too hot, the lads like dealing this
way with them.  To knock them unconscious and break their necks is
more merciful than to stick them with the bayonet.  As for taking them
prisoners, it’s usually our busy day and if you ask them to wait, they’d
shoot you in the back first chance they get.  A man’s mind is perhaps
at the time busy, but thoughts of his mates who have fallen and those
they have left at home, don’t tend to make him merciful.

Anzac Cove during the campaign. Photograph attributed to L. C. Tatton, Phillip G. Hunt & Co.
London.              (From Sapper Moore’s collection)
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Well Mother, I said I would go on with my tale of the landing.  My
last letter dated about the 4th June gave our trip from Lemnos to the
landing at dawn on Gabe Tepe when we drove the Turks off the beach.
I can give an idea of the country with a rough sketch and you see what
was in front of us.  Perhaps it was just as well it was dark and we could
not see what we were taking on.  If you have ever climbed Karangahake
mountain(27) you will have some idea, for Karangahake is hard enough
but when you have to carry five days provisions, 300 rounds, rifle etc
and drive a lot of Turks out of their fortified positions on the way, it’s
really hard.  We did not know the tracks and the hills were covered
with scrub about four feet high.

In this scrub as well as in the trenches, the enemy had concealed
machine guns, painting the guns, their faces and hands green so that
we could not see them in the green scrub.  My, they thinned our ranks
out very often, 4 of my mates killed and 4 wounded before we had got
10 yards.  One of them was named Moore.  The boys dropped to take
off their packs on the beach, then one officer near me stood up and
said “Ready Boys?  Now for them.  Never let it be said of Australia”.
That was all they needed and although there are not many of the Third
Brigade left, their memory will live through that charge like that of the
Light Brigade.  By the time the sun was up, the crests of the hills were
ours and the Turks were all dispersed but they had split up into one
and twos and were picking us off from hiding places in the cliffs and
scrub.  One hardly knew where to turn to get at them so we were
given the order “dig in” for the Turks, reinforced, were coming on to
us again.  We engineers were set to work to turn the old Turkish trenches
so that they would suit our defence and when this was done there was
no hope of them shifting us, although we ran out of ammunition and
had to stop them with the bayonet.  As soon as daylight came the
shrapnel came.  It caught our boys like a thunderstorm.(28)  The first
time one hears the whir of a shell coming towards you and you are in
the open, it’s like being caught in the middle of a railway tunnel and
hearing the express coming through.  All your senses are numb for a
few seconds then it bursts over you and you wake up to find you are
not hit.  If you do happen to get hit you wake up much faster, but after

(27) Karangahake Mountain is about 5kms from Jack Moore’s birthplace at Paeroa, New Zealand.
(28) Shrapnel was a projectile which burst in the air and scattered 12mm lead balls among

ground troops.  It later referred to shell casing fragments which had the same purpose.
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a while you don’t take the slightest notice of them unless they happen
to burst close to you.  My worst experience was while I was talking to
one of my mates, a shell burst over us, one bullet hit me on the neck
and as I put my hand up, my mate fell into my arms, shot through the
heart.  He never even spoke.  The bullet in my neck did not go in so I
was lucky myself, but I lost a good mate that day.  Some idea of how I
think they fell at times.  I went on to a hill one afternoon, after it had
had a hot time in the morning and counted 36 exploded shell cases
within a space as big as a tennis court.

It’s very disheartening to be trying to build a trench and make it
nice and cosy when perhaps, just as you fit the last sandbag, a few
shells come whistling along plump right into the trench, knock dirt,
sandbags and all on top of you but we get up, scratch ourselves, call
the Turk some regimental names and start the job again.  Perhaps it’s
daylight and while placing the sandbags again a continuous zip, crack,
ping, every bullet that hits the sandbags splutters dirt all over the place.
One day my officer came to me and asked if I could do a certain job in
daylight.  Saying, “I’ll give it a go”, I lifted one up and that was all
right.  I put up the second when zip, zip, zip and a machine gun cut
the bag in two just above my fingers, so the officer said “That’s enough
Moore, we’ll leave it till tonight”.  I said “Yes I think we will”.  The first
day when the Turk’s reinforcements came back on us was indeed an
anxious one, for we had to repel one fresh attack after another.  We
were just about fagged-out but the New Zealand boys landed about 10
o’clock when the Turks, about 10 to one against us, were pressing hard.
I was never so pleased in my life as when I saw those boys coming.
They charged the Turks on the left and scattered them in all directions.
My word it was good and after that we got more ammunition and
reinforcements.  The Turks had had enough and we had won our hold
on Gallipoli although all that day the enemy kept up a constant pressure,
and their snipers kept thinning our ranks.  Every time we charged
them they would turn machine gun and shrapnel on and perhaps by
the time our lads reached the Turk trenches, they would only have a
third of their men to hold it against counter attacks which always follow.
No one knows what a machine gun is like till they have to face it.  I see
one of our boys, the doctor is dressing his wounds now: four bullet
wounds across his chest and shoulders in a straight line from a machine
gun.  These spitting demons fire at the rate of 600 bullets a minute, like
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a fire hose.  I saw one of our boats which landed away from us, fall foul
of one of the Turkish machine guns, with every man in the boat dead,
32 of them.  Another boat lost 12 but the rest landed and captured the
gun.

The night came on and found us fairly well dug in.  During the
night the Turks made determined efforts to drive us, as we had driven
them in the morning but their efforts were useless for their nerve failed
every time when they reached close quarters to that line of steel.  Their
wild rushes gave us our opportunity to revenge our heavy losses during
the day.  In the morning we had the satisfaction of seeing the result of
our work, but among those dead Turks lay many of our own mates.
The position now presented before us was that we were entrenched
on one side of a gully and the Turks on the other at a distance of from
30 yards in some places, up to 300 at others and along a front of over l½
miles with the gully in between full of dead Turks.  It was also full of
holes in which sniper were hidden.  The latter, well supplied with food
and ammunition, would keep constantly picking our boys off.  About
noon on the following day, I was ordered down on to the beach to
build a wharf to bring the barges up that were to take the wounded off
to the ships.  The trip down proved very exciting, the shrapnel seemed
to be falling everywhere, reinforcements were streaming up to the firing
line along narrow tracks, long trains of mountain gun batteries packed
on mules, other mules with ammunition and water, and stretcher
bearers with wounded trying to struggle down these narrow tracks.  I
was helping with one wounded chap who had his thigh half blown
away; no one knows what he must have suffered while we scrambled
over those rocks, being bumped about by the pack mules as they went
by.  Greatest of all the heroes of these first trying days, were the stretcher
bearers who searched among those rough hills for wounded.  The cry
of “stretcher bearers” seemed to be everywhere, working in the open
where the shot and shell was thickest, bandaging up wounds and
carrying the wounded over a mile and a half of rough country to the
beach.  One particular chap captured a small donkey from the Turks
which he christened “Barney”.  Simpson, “Simmy” and “Barney” were
to be seen at all times of the night and day, between the firing line and
the beach.

Simmy would put a wounded man on Barney’s back. If he could
not hold on he would be tied on and, with a little stick and a “Gee
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Barney”, off they would set for the beach.  Barney had been badly
treated by the Turks and he became so attached to his new master, that
he followed him round like a dog.  Even when he had his meals or
went for a sleep, Barney would lie down alongside him.  Barney lived
on the native scrub.  This pair of Heroes kept going for 23 days, when
poor old Simmy was shot through the heart by a sniper.  He was a
West Australian boy and we won’t forget him.(29)

When we reached the beach we soon found that it was worse than
in the firing line.  Everywhere men were busy working and the shrapnel
was bursting among them without mercy, but still the work never
stopped.  The wounded were crowded on to the beach right to the
water’s edge. The doctors were doing their best but could not cope
with such a number, for I believe there must have been close on 1000
wounded and dying.  Those brave lads formed up with the badly
wounded at the back.  Those slightly wounded in the front line formed
up and took one another’s hands so as to make a ring round their
more unfortunate mates to keep the transport and gun mules from
knocking them about as they went by on the narrow beach.  From
those boys, some of them just cut to pieces, there was not a sound to
show that they were in pain.

We were soon at work building a pier to take them off, although the
shrapnel was turned on to it and sank our pontoons.  One of our boys
got a bullet in the leg.  When it was finished, some of the wounded
who could walk came and sat along the side and when the barges were
ready, the worst cases were carried out to them and taken to the ships.
That relieved the pressure on the beach.

Well, I will have to close here as mail is called for, so Good Night.
Best love to all, from your affectionate son,
Jack.

p.s.  I have just come home from a tea party given by the Admiral’s
wife at her house.  Lord and Lady Methuen and the Italian
Ambassador’s family all give us a great time here with tea parties,
concerts and picnics.  They are very kind to us.  I have a lot to thank
that Turco bullet for, although my right arm is still too weak to hold a
cup of tea.  I can just write and that’s about all.

(29) Australian soldier, Private Simpson, became one of the legends of the Gallipoli campaign
with a famous painting of him and his donkey.
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Where the wounded Anzac soldiers were evacuated from Gallipoli to hospital ships.
   (From Sapper Moore’s own collection)

The landing pier at Anzac Cove.
                      (From his own collection)
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Cottonera Hospital
Malta
June 19th 1915

My Dear Mother,
My last letter was dated about 12th June.  I hope you get them all.  It

will be your birthday on Monday, although I can’t be home this time,
I hope to be there next June.  It is nearly 12 months since I left and I
hope to be able to stay and see this job finished.  I have been a month
in the hospital now and the hole in my back has filled up, so as soon as
I can get my arm strong I will sharpen up my teeth again.  I have not
had any mail from home since I left the front but I expect it is somewhere
waiting for me.  A couple of chaps near me with fingers and hands off
are going back to Australia.  I can just imagine the time they will get.
In my last letter I told of taking the heights of Gabe Tepe on Sunday
and Monday and my trip down to build a pier on the beach for the
wounded.  Then another interesting job I had was to build some
overhead cover over the hospital, and was told to make use of some
prisoners.  It was good to see a German officer holding sandbags while

Bomb shelters at Anzac Cove, Gallipoli.
           (From Sapper Moore’s own collection)
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two Turks filled them up and put them in position.  They seemed to be
thinking themselves lucky as they had expected to have their throats
cut.  After this we went up to the firing line again, up the track of the
Indian mountain gun battery.  It had been cut on the face of a cliff and
I saw one sight I won’t forget.A train of mules with guns on their backs
was moving when a shrapnel shell burst above us and badly wounded
one of these brave little animals.  It stood quivering on the edge of the
cliff and the Punjab gunner unstrapped the gun from its back.  As
soon as the gun was safe, the mule dropped and rolled over the cliff.
These Punjab Indians with their little guns were our salvation that first
day or two.  I saw one big fellow going down to the beach with one
hand blown off, no bandage on it but holding his wrist with the other
hand to stop the bleeding and smiling all over his face.  When we
asked him about it he said “Me git him big gun Turk Turk two shots”.
I heard later that these little demons with their fearless gunners had
wiped out a Turkish battery.  When we reached the firing line once
more, I witnessed one of the greatest events of the war - the bombarding
of the Turkish trenches by the 15 inch guns of the HMS Queen Elizabeth.

“Shrapnel Gully”, showing protective works.
   (From his collection)
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What a sight.  I won’t forget.  She stood about 6 miles off.  We had big
guns galore before but nothing like this.  They came over our heads
with a roar, followed by a clap of thunder that shook the hills.  Then,
just as we looked over our trench at the Turks a couple of hundred
yards in front of us, we saw before us great upheavals of earth and
stones among which we could see Turks and guns thrown 200 feet in
the air.  That is all we saw, for the next second we were knocked back
into our own trenches by the force of the explosion.  All I can liken the
result of those shells, weighing over a ton, exploding is the eruption of
Waimungu geyser, it just looked like that, except for the addition of
the bits of Turk etc.(30)  She fired about 7 of these projectiles into the
Turks when our boys charged them but a bit too soon, for the Lizzie
landed more shells.  These fell among the trenches that our boys had
taken.  The enemy seemed to slacken off a bit but fired a lot of shells
out to sea which fell among the transports and warships.  They all
seemed to fall into the sea, causing much laughter as they fell harmlessly.
For the rest of the next few days things went on quietly, each side
digging itself in and making an attack occasionally, especially at nights.

“Quinn’s Post”, a strategic position on Gallipoli.
   (From his collection)

(30) Waimungu is a geothermal area near Rotorua, New Zealand and famous for its geysers.
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The engineers found plenty of work to do, bringing guns up to the
firing line, improving the trenches and doing a bit of shooting every
chance we got.  It was about the end of the first week that my section
had the hard luck to lose our officer and a fine chap he was.  We were
all very much attached to him.

The story starts at 2 o’clock in the morning when a party of 12 of us
were getting a gun up to the front and cutting the road as we went.
We had done well and at about 3am this officer and one of the boys
went ahead to see where the road was to go.  They were about 50ft in
front of me when five shots were fired at us from a hole about 50 yards
up the hill.  Two of them whizzed past my nut and we all ducked for
cover and our rifles.  Then someone cried out “Huntly is hit”, so while
the rest of our party covered the sniper with their rifles, two of us
went to look for him and the boy.  We found them in an old grave
where he had fallen and the other lad was with him but could not lift
him out of the hole.  Between us we got him on to my back and carried
him back to where the other boys were.  Lucky for us the sniper never
fired again, he must have cleared out for we never found him.  But
poor Huntly was done for, shot through the spine, he only spoke a few
words to us and died.  An hour later we were a very sad party of
sappers who carried our officer back that night to our camp.  Next day

Anzac dugouts on Gallipoli slopes.
           (From Jack Moore’s collection)
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we lost four more of our boys in the same spot, but my, these guns give
us sweet revenge when they are in place and get to work on the Turks.
I saw one that was concealed behind a field of oats and as the enemy
charged us over this field, we let them get well on to it.  At about 50
yards, the gun spoke with point blank shrapnel which means that the
shell burst as it left the muzzle of the gun.  With several machine guns
and rifles and showers of shrapnel bullets the Turks never left that
field of oats to tell any tale.  They were strewn dead all over it.  They
were taught many a bitter lesson like that.  We had quite a bit of sport
one afternoon - set out for a sniper hunt as a couple of Turks were hid
in a gully and had been sniping at us, putting a number of our boys
out of action.  A party was called to get them.

Now a sniper reminds me of a flea - he has a nip at you and then
runs and hides before you can get near him, so our party fixed bayonets
and spread out across the gully about 10 feet apart.  We searched every
inch of the ground and soon we were rewarded for we saw one crawling
in front of us to get away.  Half a dozen rifles cracked and that was the
end of Mr Sniper.  We found his hole and 1000 rounds of ammunition.
On him we found 10 identification discs (of our boys), £22 in British
money, 2 watches, 1 ring and a lot of other gear that he had robbed
from our dead and wounded.  Every sniper crawls into the gullies at
night to kill the wounded and not only to get what loot they can but
also to change into our clothes, in which we usually find them.

In this hole we also found a number of bombs.  Now bombs are
about the last thing in the world to give one pleasure, unless it is the
pleasure of throwing them at someone else.  A big number of our lads
are suffering from bomb wounds.  In places our trenches are only 20
yards from the Turks and in these spots, there is continuous bomb-
throwing going on.  In other places, the bomb-throwers crawl up at
night and throw them anywhere they think men are working.  When
a bomb explodes in a trench, it may kill or wound 5 or 6 men and the
thrower can’t be seen.  They are about the size of a jam tin; in fact we
sometimes make them ourselves out of jam tins by placing a plug of
guncotton in it and filling it up with bits of iron, copper or anything
we can find.  We then light the fuse and throw it into the Turkish
trench.  They don’t like jam tins.

My arm is tightly bound up so I still have a bit of a struggle to write
at times.

Your loving son,
Jack
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Anzac graves on Gallipoli showing that of Lieutenant Huntley. He was the mortally wounded
officer carried by Jack Moore and his fellow soldiers after a sniper had shot him.

 (From his own collection)

Cottonera Hospital
Malta
June 28th 1915

My Dear Mother,
It seems hard luck that we cannot get any mail just now, when it

would be so welcome.  I hope you are all well. I have just sent a few
lines to Uncle Adam.(31)  The doctor has just taken another piece of
bone out of my shoulder. I think it is the last and hope so.  I’m afraid I
will be a good while getting the use of my arm again. I can’t even lift it
from the shoulder yet and they say a man has to do a hard weeks work
as a test before he can get back.  The people of Malta seem to be untiring
in their efforts to treat the wounded boys but away from that, Malta is
a parched  little spot and there is very little of interest.  I think I would
rather be in Egypt.  We have just received a few Australian papers here
with the first Roll of Honour.  I’m afraid Australia and New Zealand
will get a shock before it is finished.

(31) This refers to his uncle Adam Lytle in Belfast, Ireland who he visited on several occasions
while on leave in England.  He also used his uncle’s address in Braemar Place for letters
from NZ.
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Well I don’t know if you are tired of hearing about Gallipoli but life
is slow here in hospital and our life in the trenches is all we have to talk
about.  I think in my last letter I was telling you about bombs.  Well
another very interesting job which falls to the lot of the engineers is
mining, that is in places where the enemy trenches are only a few
yards away from us.  We sink a shaft and then tunnel underground
towards them until we know we are just underneath their trenches.
Then, after placing a few hundredweight of explosives in the tunnel,
we light a fuse and when it explodes most of the Turks in the trench
are already dead or buried.  It is not all on our side, for they have done
the same to us several times and you will know what it means when I
say that on the first occasion, five of our boys were buried alive.

The enemy got into our trench but only for two minutes, for the few
of our lads left after the shock got among them with their bayonets
and drove the Turk back to his own lines again.  Many single-handed
battles were fought these times.  I think myself, that the worst part of a
charge is when you are waiting for it to come off.  Once on the run at
them you feel good enough for a dozen and the scared look of them
gives you all the encouragement that is required.  I am telling you a
few of the happenings of our daily  life.  If they are too much for your
nerves, don’t read any more but pass the letters on to George.  They
will suit his tastes for I am going to get worse but before I do, I’m going
to say that we are fighting an enemy who have shown no mercy to us
and our wounded.  Tales I could tell are worse than those of the
cannibals and the Germans encourage them to it.  Well, I am going to
tell you about the Ghurkas.  We had some of these little demons with
us.  My, what fighters they are, armed only with those heavy knives a
Turk’s head is not safe within 20 yards of them.  They will sneak away
from the trench at night, you can’t see them go, and pity help the
sniper they set their mind on getting.  Perhaps one will glide away like
a snake and before morning breaks will slide back into the trench with
a Turk’s rifle in one hand, a head in the other and the knife in his teeth,
looking as pleased as a retriever dog.  They will stay out for days without
food but never come back without a head or a trophy.  There were
seven Turkish snipers in a gully that we could not get at but we suffered
by their bullets, so five of these little devils set out one night but did
not come in again.  Next night, in they came one by one with seven
rifles, the last man with an ugly looking sack out of which he emptied
seven heads into the trench.  They are Buddhists by religion and hate
the Turks like poison.  On the hospital boat coming over here, we had
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some Ghurka wounded and one of them had a little tin box which he
would not let anyone touch, putting it under his pillow.  After a while,
the smell round his bed led to a search by the doctor and this box was
taken from him.  I believe he pleaded like a child to have it back again.
It was found to contain Turk’s eyes, in fact a few dozen of them.

Before we left Egypt, the Germans published an account of the
Colonial boys there.  They said that we were of no value as a fighting
force, being undisciplined and only fit for garrison work.  Now that
they have made our acquaintance, the Officers leading the Turks call
us all the ugly names in the Turkish and German language, certainly
anything but gentlemen but that does not make us downhearted.  If
the Turks show any sign of fatigue or reluctance to fight, they are
unmercifully scourged by the Germans and we often find whips on
vacated positions.  If they don’t obey, they are shot down like rabbits
so the poor beggars are between two fires and get a rough time.  If they
want to surrender we can’t trust them, any white flag is shot down at
once, for they have abused it so often.  To give you some idea of what
we had to put up with, often times we had to go without water, even
to drink.  I did not get a wash for 13 days and then it was only a dip in
the sea and rather an exciting one.  We had to take some big timber
from one end of the beach to the other, so instead of carrying it, two of
us made a raft, took our clothes off and paddled it round by water.
When we got round a corner of the beach, the Turkish gunners must
have taken us for some new kind of submarine for they started dropping
shells on our craft or as near as they could and that’s quite near enough
for us.  Every time we heard a shell whizzing towards us we dived
under our craft and picked up the exploded shell cases from the bottom
as we came along.  Well, the sister is calling me to come and get dressed,
a treat one does not care to miss, so must close with best love to all at
home, from your loving son,

Jack.
Cottonera Hospital
July 3rd 1915

My Dear Mother,
I’m afraid I can’t report much progress this week.  It has surprised

me how slow one gets better from a bullet wound, especially when
one thinks how quickly it’s done.  How are you all at home?  I only
wish I could get some news but one consolation is I know you won’t
be worrying about me so long as I am in hospital.  I’m busy worrying
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how to get out of it.  I hear a tale going around that all the boys who
landed on Gallipoli in the first few days are to be relieved and sent to
England for a spell, this in order to be reorganised and sent to France.
These stories are always going around.  You will be in the middle of
winter at home now, while here we are roasting but we came to look
for a hot time and I guess we have it.

I have not written to Dulcie but I know you will let her know how I
am.(32)  I hope you were all together on your birthday and I was wishing
I could be with you for the day.  How is your Belgium Fund getting
along?  I remember my mail coming into the trench.  I was sitting in
my dugout reading the cutting out of the Herald that you sent me; it
was splendid.  As I read it, the Turks were giving us our evening salute
of shrapnel.  I would read a few lines and burr-r-r-r, bang, duck your
head under cover while the bullets spattered all round.  I said to my
mate “We had better take our rifles to the sap tonight, there’s going to
be some fun”.  I was right as I found before morning came on May 19th.

We had been threatened by the Turks that day, that if we did not get
out of it within 24 hours, they would drive us into the sea.  I think I
told you how they tried it on but now that my arm is a bit better, I can
give a fuller account.

I was to go along and see to a sap that was being dug by a party of
infantry at two o’clock in the morning so after cleaning the rifle I lay
down for a few hours.  The shrapnel bombardment with shells stopped
with the darkness coming on but the Turks, who had brought up 20,000
reinforcements through the day, opened up with rifle fire and bombs,
until the whole front and flanks became a perfect hell.  Grenades were
continuously thrown into our trench, I could not sleep so went up to
see the fun.  Our boys kept under cover and with the exception of
those caused by bombs, we had few casualties.  We were as good with
the bomb-throwing as they were and a number of their own bombs
being thrown back into their trenches before they had time to explode.
This inferno lasted until about 2.30 or 3am.  We had been firing away
until our rifles were near red hot, when black stealthy forms could be
seen creeping towards us.  At first only a few could be seen and the
word came to the trench to cease firing.  On they came thicker and
thicker, crawling, creeping along.  They presented a most weird sight
in the dark.  Nearer and yet nearer they came, by this time in thousands
and it looked as though we must be overcome by numbers.

(32) Dulcie Brodie, nee Nicks, was his half-sister from his mother’s first marriage to John Nicks.
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I had told the boys with me to knock off work and we all got up on
the trench parapet.  Not a sound came from our trenches but rifles
were loaded and cooling down, sighted and cocked.  Faces bore a grim
determined look and fingers twitched impatiently on the triggers, but
not a shot was fired and hardly a word spoken.  At this the Turks became
more daring and came forward in an upright position, thinking that
we had been frightened by their threat to drive us into the sea.  On
they came closer and closer, until they looked like a black mass 30 yards
off our firing line.  “No surrender” was passed along the trenches and
“No man to leave the trenches”.  Still closer they came, then “Crack”
and oh, what a din, screaming, shouting, mingled with the groans of
the wounded.  It was just awful, machine guns firing at their hardest
while our rifles spoke out with one long line of flare which lit up the
whole place.  Hand grenades and bomb guns were exploding by the
hundreds.

Our boys were shouting jeering remarks at the Turks.  Still they came
in their mad fanatic rush while hundreds of them were falling dead,
dying or wounded every second and the great dark masses became
thinned.  It seemed as if they had hopes of us going out to meet them
but we had our orders to stay in the trenches and this flaming red line

A view of Salt Lake and Suvla, Gallipoli.
 (From Jack Moore’s collection)
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was as firm as at first.  There was no cessation in the firing, it became
more rapid and more deadly as they came on and every shot we fired,
we seemed to bring down at least one man.  What a horrible sight to
witness and you can realise what a soldier feels like under such
circumstances, temporarily losing himself to everything but
slaughtering the advancing enemy.

As they seemed to waver, we called to them jeeringly “Come on,
come on” and this seemed to inspire them with renewed courage.  After
a pause, on they came again, shouting “Alla, Alla”.  It seemed now that
the devils of Hell had been let loose, the turmoil was awful.  Back they
were driven, climbing over dead and wounded, only to be cursed at
and driven to the charge again at the point of their German officer’s
swords.  Time after time they came and as often were driven back,
their great black thick line that was very thin now.  Their dead and
wounded were literally strewn all over the field.  Those that were left
came rushing forward right on to us on the parapet and it was as much
as we could do to keep from going out to meet them.  One just in front
of me knelt and fired at about 15 yards, I had just dropped his mate,
and before I could reload, his bullet got me through the shoulder but
my rifle spoke again and down he went.  A few got in to our trench but
were only there momentarily before they were thrown back up over
the parapet again, dead.  This went on until dawn but our thin red line
had never been broken.  Not a man flinched and the enemy retired
and got as warm a farewell as they had a reception.  The flower of the
Turkish Army brought from Constantinople to drive the Colonials into
the sea was broken, and I retired also and have been retired for two
months now.

I still cannot lift a cup of tea with my right arm but one thing, with
this hole in my shoulder, I can hang myself up on a peg like a side of
bacon.

My case is only slight, I can tell you next week of the chap in the
next bed to me, he really is hurt, and every time I look at him he reminds
me of Uncle Bill,(33) he is just like him.  Well, I must close now.  Hoping
you keep well.  The doctor said this morning I was getting too fat, he
will have to send me back to Gallipoli to get it off.

Best love, from your affectionate son,
Jack.

(33) Billy Nichol was Jack Moore’s uncle and his mother’s brother.  He was well known in New
Zealand for his association with the famous “Martha” gold mine in Waihi, New Zealand
which he developed in the late 1800s and named after his niece Martha Dulcibel Nicks.
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”The Angel of the Ward”. The nurses were very special to the soldiers who they nursed.
       (From his collection)

”Angels off  Duty”. Some of the many nurses who tended the wounded soldiers from Gallipoli.
              (From sapper Jack’s collection)
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Cottonera Hospital
Malta
13th July 1915

My Dear Mother,
I was down the town yesterday and while there bought some lace, it

seems about the only thing worth getting here.  I said I would send
something for your birthday so I hope you get it all right and my choice
will find use.  Still no letters for the wounded, I wonder where they
keep them all.  I never received your parcel.  When sending don’t
forget to put 1st Field Company Engineers, as there are several companies
of “Gingerbeers”, although I’m afraid there is only about enough to
make one company left of the original.  I have just made up a parcel of
cigarettes etc, to send to my mate up there.  I think he is still alive, I
hope so, for he is looking after my gear which includes my camera and
about 60 of the most exciting photos one could see and also some of
the most gruesome.

Talking about the latter, one little story is worth telling.  A party of
ten of us set out one night to bury some Turks who had been near our
trench for about a fortnight.  We counted eight and set to work to dig
a grave, of course no bigger than was necessary for the eight.  The
ground is hard and takes time to dig, so we were some time and we
were also very tired.  Just as it was about finished, the officer came
along and asked us how we were doing and how many we had to
bury.  We replied, eight.  He went round about to see if there were any
more and said “You’ve got ten here”.  We did not argue but dug the
grave a bit bigger for ten persons and when we were satisfied as to the
size, we began to shuffle the Turks into it with more speed than respect.
That old proverb or whatever it was, about “love thine enemies” won’t
go down with us.  Well, we had packed six Turks away and the hole
was looking doubtful as to holding ten.  When we went to drag the
seventh along, he jumped up and said “What ‘s the game?”.  Then we
found that there were only eight of us working, the other two, being
tired out, had been lying down and gone to sleep.  The officer had
counted them as dead Turks.  I’m afraid some of my yarns will test the
nerves of your visitors, if you tell them but they are only mild compared
to what it is often really like.  After what we have gone through, a man
loses his sensitive feelings although it’s just the same situation a nurse
goes through after a few operations.
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The people of Australia and New Zealand must not expect any great
advance from our boys at Gaba Tepe.  They have orders not to advance
but to be just like a thorn in the Turk’s side and worry his flank so that
our boys at Achi Baba can get a chance to take that hill.  That big attack
they made on us on the 18th May was the best thing they could have
done for us and we wish they would repeat it.  I hope I am back when
we make the attack on Achi Baba.  There will be some sport on that job.
We have just received a fresh batch of wounded today, some very bad
cases among them.

To give you an idea of the difference in some men, there is one the
doctor is doing now who’s singing out like a big kid.  He is not much
hurt.  The chap next to him has his leg off above the knee and one arm
off.  You never hear a sound from him.  Thank goodness only one in a
thousand like the first man.

I find it is much more painful to write now than it was before, because
the old skin has all come off my fingers and the new is very tender to
touch, even a pencil.  I don’t know what I would do if I lost my hand,
I’d sooner lose my leg any day.  I tried to sharpen the sister’s scissors
this morning, it was just as much as I could do.  The Australian

New arrival “Anzac” drawing his rations at Anzac Cove.
   (From Jack Moore’s collection)
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Government have kept me for nearly 12 months now and I have had
only 24 days fighting.  I wonder how much I will get out the next 12
months.  If you get this piece of lace, remember you don’t have to pay
any duty on it for our parcels go in free.  Goodbye.  Best love to all at
home.

Your affectionate son,
Jack.

Abbeywood, Epsom(34)

England
December 30th 1915

My Dear Mother,
I have just returned from spending my Christmas at Epsom and a

very joyful one I have had.  I put in for a pass for 10 days but they
would not let us off for a day, so we (the whole camp) cleared out.
That’s the sort of discipline we have.  They stopped us travelling on
the trains so my mates and I set out per boot to Epsom about 20 miles
away, got a bus half way.  Once in Epsom we were safe for we did not
need a pass there.

We spent Xmas with a dear friend of ours and enjoyed a real old
English Christmas in her home.  I should have liked to have been at
Braemar Terrace in Belfast but of course without a pass, could not travel.
As it was we made the best of it and had a really good time, thanks to
the kindness of our friend.  I would like you to write a line to her if you
could, or a post card to thank her for being so good to me.  She will
think such a lot of a letter from you.  Her address is:  Mrs Beard, Hilltop,
West Hill Avenue, Epsom, Surrey.

I received a lot of nice parcels for my birthday and Xmas, by way of
Braemar Terrace.(35)  The folk from Belfast are all well but very
disappointed I could not be with them at Xmas and so was I, for I had
expected to get 10 days leave.  I had another splendid Xmas box in the
shape of all my back mail, have had over 100 letters in 10 days, so now
I know how things are in New Zealand.  I was very much annoyed

(34) Due to censorship and enemy action there is a break of five months in the letters he sent
home.  During this time he was shipped from Malta to a convalescent hospital at Abbeywood
in England.  This is one of the many periods where details of his activities are missing.

(35) Braemar Terrace in Belfast, Ireland was the home of his relations, the Lytle family.
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when I read of your conversation with the Old Man(36), he would turn
Chinaman if he thought it would save his hide.  I should have stayed
at home and looked after my business.  Well, perhaps if he had any
share in it, it would take some looking after.  One thing, while I am
here, I am helping to stop any more of this type of “Englishman” from
going out to the Colonies.

I was glad you liked the articles I sent from Egypt.  I am going to
send one or two curios from Anzac, all that I could get away with.  I
lost my pay book at Anzac and find it hard to get another.  I wrote to
Headquarters, asking them to send forty pounds to the BNZ.  They
wrote back asking me to send my pay book and they would send it
direct to you but as it is lost, I will have to get another.  The money is
quite safe and I can get what I need, but I would rather send the surplus
home.  I was very pleased to see your photo in the Auckland Weekly
News.  It is very good and also the postcard you sent.  Will you send
me a photo of the house and any New Zealand news would be welcome,
as people over here want to know all about the place.  Everybody is
very kind to us.

On our way to Epsom on Friday, we had three invitations from
people, all strangers who we met on the way, to come and spend Xmas
with them.  The Anzacs are fairly rough diamonds but they are the
most popular troops in England.  We have a good time because we
won’t be sat on by strict discipline; if they will not give us a holiday, we
take it in a body and they cannot punish the lot of us.  We had all the
discipline that was required in the firing line, so our Officers say.  I
have not received one of your parcels sent to the Front yet.

Best love, from your affectionate son,
Jack.

Abbeywood
England
18th January,1916

My Dear Mother,
As you can see, I am still at Abbeywood.  The weather here is very

good.  We have had ten days of fine, dry conditions with no snow that
I have seen as yet.  This winter is just as mild as in Auckland and rather

(36) This reference is to his mother’s third husband, Henry Christian Wick.
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A “Tribute to all Anzacs”. Apparently taken in UK.
           (From his own collection)

a surprise to me.  We are well-cared for and living in huts.  I receive
plenty of letters from Braemar Terrace in Belfast, Ireland.  That was a
very good idea to have all my mail addressed to me, care of our dear
relations over there.  It is a simple matter for them to send it on to me
when I give them a forwarding address.  A piece of string and a label
was all that arrived of Mary Faulder’s parcel of cigarettes for me.  I
hope that you get the parcel of curios that I sent about two weeks ago.

I am going in to London this weekend.  I think I have seen most of
the important sights there.

I have been to three services in St Paul’s and Westminster Abbey, all
over the Tower, Madame Tussauds, the Art Gallery and most of the
theatres.  I usually stay with Mr Jack when in the city but last week I
went to Norwood and found the family of two of my Waikino mates.
They are very nice people and they did make a fuss of me, just as
though I was one of their boys myself.  I have been trying to recruit
Billy McLean into coming over and getting into khaki.  He is in America
but so far I have had very little success.  Mother, when you write to
Aunty Bi at Braemar Terrace, cheer her up a bit about me.  She worries
about my safety as though I was in the firing line every day.  I wish she
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would look on the firing line with as little concern as most of we boys
do.  Any old dug-out is good enough and we make the best of it.  It’s
not nearly as terrible as it sounds.

I have had a good time all through and it’s no good worrying, most
things you worry about never happen anyway.  I have to go on parade
now, so must close.

With best love to all at home,
Your affectionate son,
Jack.

Abbeywood
England
4th February 1916

My Dear Mother,
In this letter I am sending a few paper cuttings, as they are of special

interest to me.  The big photo you will see is the cross we erected over
the grave of some of our mates of the First Company Engineers who
were killed on Gallipoli.  I want you to put it in a frame, if you have
one, so it will not be torn.  You will see a namesake of mine there.  He

Anzac soldiers in the English snow.
           (From Sapper Jack’s collection)
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stopped one through the head just as we landed and I remembered
thinking on the day that you might mistake his name for mine if you
saw it published.  Whereas I was very much alive at that time.  Nearly
all these boys were killed during the landing on the beach and getting
out of the boats.  The other little sketch is one I remember very well,
for I was working in this trench for over a week and put in many a few
hours sleep in the dug-out in the bank.  My nearest neighbour, as you
can see, was Private ……..…. killed on the first day.  When I got some
spare time, I built a
sandbag parapet up in
front of his feet and
filled in behind the bags
with earth.  Much to my
disgust, a new battalion
of infantry took over
this firing line.  The
officer, one day while I
was away, wanted bags
and as he did not know
why they were there,
told his men to pull
them down.  When they
did the poor chap’s feet
fell off.  When I came
back, I called the officer
a …………He was going
to have me put under
arrest for insulting him.

One of the magazine
articles on the last fight
of the “Irresistible”
when she went down,
was about when a small
party of us went with
the Royal Marines up
the Straits to destroy the
Turkish forts after the
bombardment.  We
stood about 4 miles off
the “Irresistible” while

Anzac soldiers’ graves on Gallipoli with Jack Moore’s
namesake engraved on the cross.

    (From his own collection)
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she was going down, also the “Ocean” and “Bouvet”.  It was a very sad
sight but saved our lives, for we would surely have been cut to pieces
had we been put ashore the next morning.  It would have been worse
than the main landing 5 weeks later. However, we felt very downhearted
all the same.  I think I told you some of the details before.  Please keep
these articles will you, as I may want them some day.

I must get on parade now, so will say goodbye for the present.
Love from all at this end.
Your affectionate son,
Jack.

This is a Turkish heavy gun at a fort captured by British troops at Gallipoli.
        (Photo by S. G. Hayter and printed by Phillip G. Hunt & Co. London)

Troopship Minnietonka(37)

31st March 1916

My Dear Mother,
I am writing this as you see, on a troopship once more and I have no

idea where it will be posted from.  We have been on board for five days
now and I have written several letters in the hopes of them getting
through.  So much of the mail, both ways, does not.

(37) This was on the way back from Egypt to Parkhouse camp in Salesbury, England.
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An Anzac Poem attributed to “Argent”, January 22nd, 1916, entitled “The Passing Show”.
                 (From Sapper Moore’s collection)
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I have tried to describe troopship life before, but like a lot of the life
we get on active service, only by having to go through it does one
know what it is like.

This is my 23rd week on transports and by the time this voyage is
over, I will have spent more than six months.  No wonder we are glad
to get to England and live like ordinary beings for a while, instead of
sheep in a slaughterhouse pen,  That’s what it is like on this ship.  We
are packed like sardines when you open the tin.  On the deck above
us, there are 500 horses and mules.  These so-called friends of mankind
take savage delight in stamping and braying all night.  Mingled with
vocal snores from sundry soldiers, the night is hideous.  You have to
lay on your side, for if you lay on your back for a change, you take up
more space than each man is allowed which is eighteen inches wide
and six feet long.

The “Afric” from Australia was a saloon trip compared with this which
we have to put up with now.  I received two very welcome letters from
you just before I left Weymouth, although on opening one I was very
much grieved to hear that Alec Brodie had passed away.  It seems so
sad that in the midst of all this strife and trouble his wife should suffer
this bereavement.  Will you tell Mrs Brodie that I feel deeply for her in
her sad trouble.  It makes me think what little it is we soldiers have to
put up with, compared with the sufferings of those at home who lose
their near and dear ones.

We have no suspense or mental pain, we know what is happening
to us from day to day and even in the darkest times, it is easy for us to
make light of everything.  I suppose I have had as rough a time as the
average soldier but I can’t say that I have ever suffered much.

Well Mother, I will try and get this letter posted.  By the way, I have
left Mr Pack to make enquiries as to what has happened to the money
I sent home.

I only wish I had sent it through the BNZ but the Australian
Government would not let me do that.  One thing, I have their memo
to say that it was cabled to the Defence Department in Melbourne.  I
wish I knew someone in Melbourne to write and shake them up.  Could
you get someone to write for me?

Give my love to all at home.
From your affectionate son,
Jack.
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Egypt(38)

20th April 1916

My Dear Mother,
You will be wondering, now that the Australians have been

mentioned in the papers as being near the firing line again, if I am in
the mill too.  Well, I am not and you won’t need to have any worry, for
I don’t think I can get there, much as I would like to.  I think I will be
away from the bullets for a good time yet.

I can’t say from where I will send my next letter but I hope the
censor won’t be so hard on us.  We are very busy at present and by the
way, I have been awarded two stripes so am now a full corporal.  It
gives one a lot of extra work.

I must get away now as I have to see about some kits we are drawing
from stores.

Fond love to you all at home,
From your loving son,
Jack.

Parkhouse Camp
Salesbury
13th June 1916

My Dear Mother,
At last I am able to write you a letter with a free hand, away from the

clutch of the beastly Censor.  For the last three months he has had a
hold on my letters and not only that,  I have not had a letter from
anyone for that time.  Now thank goodness, I am back again in Dear
Old England and a good place to be in.  Well Mother, you can just
imagine my delight today upon receiving a fine big parcel of your dear
letters and how welcome and comforting it was to learn that you were
quite well.  Your letters are always so full of kind wishes to me.  I
sincerely trust you will always keep well and be able to send such lovely
letters.  I often think of Mrs Brodie in her deep sorrow, amid all this
strife, it does seem hard.  I sincerely hope she is keeping strong, the
world seems to be beset with grief just at present.  Only two days ago
I passed through Plymouth with its great naval base.  It was a few days
after the big sea battle at Jutland and many families had lost a father or

(38) As soon as he was fit he was sent back to an Australian training establishment at Tel-Il-Kiber
about 60kms from Cairo in Egypt.
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son.  The womenfolk came out in the street to cheer us on our way,
their eyes full of tears.(39)  That scene I will never forget.  It was partly
the cause of my doing what is perhaps a foolish thing for myself.

I think I told you in one of my letters that I had been awarded two
stripes, the rank of 1st Corporal.  Well, I got that through my service on
Gallipoli.  Now that I have got to England, I find that my job is to be on
the permanent instruction staff of the Engineer’s training depot.  That’s
what we call a cold-footed job.  Rather than be guilty of this my
conscience tells me it is time I got back to the Front.  I have asked to be
allowed to drop my stripes and go back as a sapper.  My old Major who
is in charge of the training depot, told me I was a fool.  Perhaps I am.
There are plenty of married men to take my place.  I was very glad to
be able to come to England with the new base instead of staying in
Egypt.  No doubt you received a few of my letters from there.  I could
not then state where I was.  Now I can tell you we were most of the
time at an old battlefield called Tel-il-Kiber, about 40 miles out of Cairo
and 20 from Suez.  There was no fighting there and it was an awful hot
and sandy place, way out in the desert.  I was very glad to get out of it
but what a change from hot to cold.  I can tell you how pleased I was
that my mail was sent to Braemar Terrace, for my letters while I was
away, have been safe in the keeping of our dear folk in Belfast.  I did
give Aunty Bi and the family a surprise when they received a letter
from England once more.  They are very kind and thoughtful to me.  A
fine big cake came along today with the letters.  It was topping after
the fare we have been up against on our journey.  My wristlet watch is
waiting for me to send for it.  What a dear Mother you are, it is just
what I wanted, for I broke the one I had in Egypt.  I hope I will be able
to keep this one right through, though it is not an easy life for a wrist
watch on active service.  Auntie still has most of the money you and
Dulcie so kindly sent along to get me comforts with, so I will be well
off.  I can tell you I was relieved to learn from you that the £40 had
arrived home all right.  It has caused me some worry and a few cables.
I only received one from you about it and I sent two myself but they
are good, for they keep you informed where I am.  I will send one from
here tomorrow.

(39) The Battle of Jutland between British and German naval forces was fought on May 31st 1916
in the North Sea.  The British lost a battleship, a battle cruiser, 5 destroyers and 6907 men.
The German Navy lost a battleship, a cruiser, a destroyer and 2545 men.
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Also my parcel of curios, I am glad to know they arrived as I thought
they might be “pinched”.  There are also other parcels, one with about
60 postcards and also three or four small albums of photos of my travel
after leaving Egypt and sent about three months ago from Weymouth.
Among my letters were two from Dulcie and one from Laura.  I feel a
bit guilty not writing many letters while at Tel-il-Kiber but the Censor
would only take a few short letters at a time.  At 117° in the shade, one
did not feel much like writing letters after heavy training on the sand
and very poor food. We could not get to a town for a feed.  I am glad
you are making use of my knife to get pennies out of people for a good
cause and doing well with all your funds.(40)  I have heaps more to say

Ceremonial knife made by Jack Moore to be used as a display for donations. It was
given to his mother for her campaign to raise funds for wounded Belgium soldiers.

        (From his collection)

(40) His mother was involved in raising funds to assist wounded Belgian soldiers.  He had made
the knife in question while overseas and it featured a handle carved from a Turkish shin
bone.  This macabre souvenir was enclosed in an ornate wooden box with a slot to insert
coins and other donations.  It is very well made and carries the inscription
“Pohutukawa---Red Cross” on the lid. Pohutukawa was the Maori name of his mother’s
seaside residence in Takapuna, Auckland, New Zealand. Pohutukawa is also the name of a
New Zealand native tree which flowers with beautiful red blossoms.
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but I must close now, as I want to drop a line to Braemar Terrace to let
them know my letters arrived.  Don’t worry about me, I will be all
right.  Fond love from Jack to all at home and the best of good things
for your dear self.  This day week will be your birthday.  I will be thinking
of you fondly.  I trust it will be a happy one.

Parkhouse Camp
Salisbury
19th June 1916

Dear Bella(41)

This may come as a surprise, since I have not written to you since I
returned from Egypt.

I have been acting as an instructor in a training camp for raw
Australian new recruits.  I want to get back to the Front so have
volunteered to give up my corporal’s rank and stripes if they will send
me on active service to France.

I hope things are going well for you and Winnie has recovered by
now.  I was very thankful to receive the Auckland Weeklys you sent
me, there were five waiting for me here.(42)

All my mails are kept at Belfast till I send for them now.  I hope
Walter has luck with his mill and bush transactions.  As you say, I
think he will be well rid of it.  I hope he will be ready for me to put in
a big milking plant when I get back.  I am glad to know the pelton-
wheel, generator and lights I installed are working well.  Did you have
new brushes fitted to the dynamo?(43)  Don’t forget to take the gelignite
from under the floor. I see you have got more Germans in Waotu, the
place will get a bad name soon.

Remember me to all good friends in Waotu and wish Reg Ashley
good luck from me.  If I can get to the German front, I will have some
more tales to tell.

Goodbye and fond love to all,
Your affectionate brother,
Jack.

(41) This letter is to his older half-sister, Isabella Barnett, nee Moore.
(42) The Auckland Weekly News was a popular publication by the New Zealand Herald

and was read with great interest by New Zealand soldiers during WW1.
(43) This was an hydro electric plant he had installed for Isabella Barnett and her husband,

Walter Barnett, his brother-in-law at Te Waotu near Putaruru, NZ.
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Christchurch
England
21st June 1916

My Dear Dulcie,(44)

I have just received a letter from you and think it is time I sent you a
few lines, although I have got into the habit of expecting Mother to
send my letters round the family, for of late we have been going eyes
out in training work, trying to cram six months training into about
two.  Most of the men here are now from Australia and we have to go
through it all with them.

What a delightful little photo of Mary, she is indeed a little pet.  What
a change I will see in all the kiddies when I return.  Also two nice
photos of Mother, Mary and the new dog taken in the drive.  I am
wearing a real topping shirt, a “swanky” one, sent from Braemar Terrace
and out of the New Zealand comfort fund; also a splendid little watch
from Mother.

Well if I can help it, I won’t be standing still for the next few months,
for I am in the next draft to go to France.  When it goes I am not able to
say but I have had a hard job to get in it.  I had a good safe possie here
but I have been swinging the lead (dodging the firing line) for long
enough, and I am quite fit again now.  When I get back I will have
some interesting tales to tell you.

Christchurch is one of the beauty spots of England and we are lucky
to be here but I would like it better if I was here as a convalescent
soldier writing of my experiences in France.

Give my love to all at home,
From your affectionate brother,
Jack.

(44) Dulcie Brodie nee Nicks was his other half-sister living in Thames, NZ.  Jack Moore and
Dulcie had the same mother, Mary Ann Moore, nee Nicholl.  Jack Moore and lsabella
Barnett had the same father, Jack Moore senior.
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France
September 22nd 1916

My Dear Mother,
You will notice that under ordinary circumstances there should have

been another letter from me, written about a week ago.  But under the
circumstances of this letter it was impossible.  However, if I have time
to tell you all that I want to tell you, this letter will contain the news of
a dozen ordinary letters.

Well, I will start from the time I last wrote and tell you the news.  If I
remember rightly, I expressed hope that I should be sent for at the wagon
lines, to go up to the guns.  That afternoon a message came down and I
went up the next morning.  That was Monday, September the 11th.

I had not been at the battery an hour, before an order came over the
lines that we had to advance and take up a position which would put
us within about 1500 yards of the German line.  The Officer who sent
the order confidently asserted that the distance would be considerably
greater within the next day or two.  In the afternoon I assisted to lay
the telephone wires to the new position and the battery moved in at
dusk.  All night was spent digging in, but together with Stan Hain and
Stewart, I fortunately missed that part of it, as we had to stay at the old
position and bring the gear over the next morning.

On Tuesday we went to the new position and were told that a wire
had to be run up to an Observation Station in …….Wood, a particular
merry part of the front and only lately acquired by us.  We did this and
no sooner had we got there, than we found the wire had been broken
by shell fire.  I went back and mended it and things went well enough
after that.  I had one of the hundred narrow escapes that I have had
within the last week or two, that day.  A shell landed about 10 yards
away from me but was defective and did not explode.  D…….Wood
(you will have read of it in the papers) is an eye opener.  There is not a
square yard in which shell has not fallen.  It is a wood no longer but
hundred of bare stumps mark the position.  Of course one sees all the
horror of a battle field there but I will leave that to your imagination.

On Wednesday we had more or less a rest and Stan Hain and I
repaired our shelter with the help of four sheets of roofing iron and a
few long pieces of wood which protruded outside.  That was remedied
the next day by a sort of verandah on the front of the dug- out.

There were batteries all round us and the bombardment kept up
was marvellous.  The guns were practically wheel to wheel.  It was
wonderful, and what was more wonderful, was the fact that the
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enemy’s artillery was comparatively quiet.  On Wednesday and
Thursday tremendous preparations were being made for the big
advance.  Load after load of ammunition was brought up to the guns.
The roads were taxed to their utmost and day and night the stream of
vehicles going up full and returning empty never ceased.  I had to
make several trips to the wagon lines during those two days and as it
was a matter of about four miles, I saw a good deal of the transport
part of the business.  The magnitude of it all made one’s eyes open.

On Thursday evening the infantry were pushed forward and at about
9pm, on my way to headquarters, I noticed that every trench was
packed with men (New Zealanders included), waiting to push forward
at dawn.  A new, or at least an old idea made new, was a number of
armoured tractors with caterpillar tracks built so that trenches and
shell holes can all be taken in their stride.  They were armed with two
machine guns, two six pound quick-firers and were driven by a 105
horsepower engine.  These were to go over with the infantry and as
was shown afterwards, were a tremendous success.  We heard later
that they were called “Tanks” and this was the first time they had been
used at the front.

Right up to Friday morning a terrific artillery bombardment was
kept up, all batteries firing as fast as the shells could be rammed home.
The infantry made the attack on Friday morning and reached their
objectives without much difficulty although the casualties were
enormous, as you will know by the time this reaches you.(45)  The
Germans made no attempt to fight once the infantry were in their
trenches but were only too pleased to be made prisoners and for the
remainder of the day, carried in our wounded under guard.

On Saturday morning of course the battery advanced again. Four of
the battery staff were sent over to dig a phone room.  We arrived at the
position in which we are at present, to find it being shelled.  Accordingly,
we dug like the devil and had quite a respectable hole by nightfall.

Getting on to more recent events now.  On Saturday evening I was
ordered up to an OP (Observation Post), in what a day before had
been the German front line.  We three of us did this, how I don’t know,
as we had to rush it through the German curtain of fire.  However, we
got the wire out all right and the next morning Stan Hain, our Sergeant,
an Officer and I went up to observe.  On that day Stan and I made
some slight reputation for ourselves, by going out time after time and

(45) This was the second battle of the Somme when on the first day the Allied forces suffered
60,000 casualties, 60% of the officers and 40% of other ranks.
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mending the line which became broken by the continual shell fire from
the enemy guns.  When I came home that night, I was told that I was to
take up the position of linesman with Stewart.  I took it as a compliment,
as a linesman requires more than the average amount of coolness and
nerve.  The next morning Stewart and I, in an endeavour to keep up
communication between the OPs and the battery, made a sort of network
of wires and put it over the more merry portions of the journey.

I am up to Monday morning now.  We got several German souvenirs
that morning.  I got a couple of German oil sheets, a belt buckle and a
water bottle.  If there were some means of getting souvenirs home, I
could let you have any amount.  On Monday afternoon, owing to the
continuous rain, we were forced to evacuate our telephone dug- out.
Stan and I dug in again into a bank.  Stan, incidentally has become the
proud possessor of a stripe.  We got wet through that night and felt
somewhat miserable.  However, that is all in the game.

On Tuesday I spent most of the day assiduously mending breaks in
the OP wire.  In the afternoon I ran into Eady Gibbons, or rather he
came round the battery to see me.

I talked to him in the rain for about half an hour (there being no
place to get out of the rain).  He was in the big attack and came through
it all right.  He told me that he went over with Captain Keith Hunter
and was with him when he was killed.

On Wednesday morning the Germans suddenly opened up a
bombardment with tear gas shells.  A direct hit on one of the dug-outs
killed our Battery Staff Sergeant and wounded another man.  Stan and
I carried the latter to the dressing station and it was well for us that we
did, for while we were away a shell blew our dug-out in various
directions.  The tear gas is harmless but very annoying and one’s eyes
smart for days.  I have been crying all today and some of the fellows
are put out of action temporarily with it.  Well, we went back to our
dug-out and things were quiet for the rest of the day.  Of course, the
effects of the shelling, tear gas, rain and no home (until we had rebuilt
it), were not a cheery combination.  We retired early as the casualties
on the staff made it imperative that we should all do shifts on the
phone, Stan and I, (Bombardier and linesman respectively), included.
Stan had second shift and I had third.  About one o’clock I awoke with
a choking sensation and immediately thought of gas (not tear but the
real stuff).  At that moment the gas alarm was sounded and our helmets
went on without an hesitation.  The gas was put over in shells which
do not explode but the gas oozes out quickly enough nevertheless.
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Quite by accident, I believe, our battery position was the one chosen
for a target.

From one o’clock until five o’clock we were under the heaviest and
most uncomfortable bombardment we could wish for.  I went into the
dug-out where the phone was to see how Stan was getting on.  He was
all right and as it was my shift next, I stayed with him.  These shells
landed everywhere but on us.  The remainder of the battery, unknown
to us, cleared out to a more healthy spot but we stuck it out.  The
Captain rang up occasionally to see if we were still alive.  In the morning
we found the ground riddled with shell holes.

One could not believe the number until one saw them.  As one fell
we remarked “A splendid example of German thoroughness.”  Our
dug-out was again the object of a direct hit and all our gear, including
blankets, were perforated.  My hat is a splendid war trophy.  It has half
the rim cut away.  To make things more unhealthy, the Germans
combined this gas with shrapnel and I suppose altogether I will never
spend a warmer four hours.  However, it is an experience and I think
by now, we have experienced most of the German frightfulness.

Well, I have just about brought the news up to date.  This morning
Stan Hain and Stewart (my brother linesman) went to the wagon lines
for a rest and I am in solo command of the lines at present.  Quite an
important position.  Now I have given you everything that has happened
up to date.  We have had a rather rough spin I think, and I am glad
everyone can say he has seen some service when he comes out of this.

I believe the New Zealand division will be taking over here before
long and of course I will not be altogether sorry.  I wish this whole thing
would end and I could see you all again.  Au revoir and love to all.

Your affectionate son,
Jack.

Somewhere in France
July 17t

Dear Dulcie,
I have just received a letter from you and what a welcome one it is.

Your family are growing and look so well from the wee photograph
enclosed and I can see Lex is an expert at the game now.  I see by the
Weekly that New Zealand is bringing forward another division.

Surely the little country sets an example to all parts of the Empire.  I
have always been proud of our little land, for not only have you done
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so much at home but the New Zealand boys are always so well spoken
of here at the Front.  Every Australian has a warm word of praise for
them as fighters, workers and comrades, yet they were not such great
friends before we came into action together. I have always found them
happy under the worst conditions.

One little example I often smile about.  It was one of those disagreeable
jobs that come our way at times.  A part of the front line had a creek
from Fritz’s side, across “No Man’s Land” and under our parapet.  Fritz,
like a good neighbour, dumped all his rubbish into the creek, much to
our discomfort and all the saps on NML (never a healthy spot) ran into
this creek.  On our side it was a series of swamps, creeks and shell
holes.  Through this a drainage channel had to be cut and I was unlucky
enough to be told off to see it through.  My working party came from
a company of New Zealanders and we started at midnight.  I guess
they bit their lips when I explained the job and dished out the tools.
They did not complain and got into the slime like a lot of flax cutters.
One chap near me, I think he must have been a bank clerk in private
life, was up to his middle in mud and slimy reeds, diving his hands
down to pull up the reeds by the roots.  I thought he showed fine
spirit with his remark, “Mother dear, if you could only see your soldier
son now.  Never mind, they say we are winning the War, so here goes”
and he dived into it again.  The job was finished before Fritz turned on
his early morning strafe and a sorry- looking party turned into their
dug-outs to sleep themselves dry.  That was in the early winter, since
then we have not been close to the NZ boys.

At present we are resting in a quaint French village, enjoying the
beautiful summer weather and have been out of the line for three weeks.
I have sent two parcels of souvenirs to Mother lately.  It is very hard to
get them away from here as only certain things may be sent by post.
She is doing well with her little Red Cross show and I trust she will
keep in good health.  In my last letter I told her all about Bill Nicholl
and his hard luck in being taken prisoner by the Germans.  I don’t
know if he was badly wounded but trust he will come through all
right. In Mother’s letter I sent a message to Uncle Bill who must be
worrying about his boy.(46)  I will send him a few lines.

Well Dulcie, this letter is getting a bit overweight from the censor’s
point of view.  I could write for a week but a chap gets stiff sitting on
his haunches.  I have not had the pleasure of writing a letter at a table

(46) Bill Nicholl was the second son of Jack Moore’s uncle, Billy Nicholl of Waihi, NZ, the
“Martha Man”.
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for at least eight months.  Sometimes I am bent double in a dugout
only two feet six inches high, you usually write on the ceiling.

Kindly give my love to Walter, the lads and Mary, with many thanks
for her present.

Your affectionate brother,
Jack.

Somewhere in France
25th August 1917

My Dear Dulcie,
Today I received such a cheery mail from home and feel very happy

over it.  Mother’s letter was sent in good spirits, for she had just received
some mail from me and also your letter was good to read.  I don’t see
my leave coming round for a long time yet, about 15 months from my
arriving in France if I am lucky.  We heard a lot about the 1st Division,
or what is left of it, being sent back to Australia for a spell but there is a
lot a soldier is promised, he never gets.

Rumours originate in the cook ‘s stew and start everybody talking
about the “dinkum oil”.  All through the winter on the Somme, we cocked
our ears to rumours like this.  The Aussies were going to have one more
“hopover”, then to be taken out and sent back to Egypt for a spell.  “It’s
dinkum ‘cos the Major’s batman got it from a bloke who heard the Army
Service Corps had been issued with shorts and cork helmets”.  The lads,
with head down, plodded on through the mud and slush.

The “hopovers” usually came off.  Then, “The Japanese were sending
half a million men to relieve us”.  The end of winter still found us on
the same duckwalks.  The spring came with a succession of “hopovers”
till Fritz fell back on the Hindenburg Line and that was broken before
our relief came.  The winter comes once again but we have no cork
hats or Japanese in sight yet.

Since writing the last page, I have been to the Theatre, you have no
idea of the fun we have here.  The Theatre is run by our trench mortar
battery. The stage is an old cowshed, footlights candles in pork and
bean tins, scenery, sheaves of wheat with coloured blankets and a beer
barrel.  The orchestra is a piano with a banjo.  The piece staged was the
“Bond Scene” and “Court” from “The Merchant of Venice” by
“Spokeshave”.  Also the “Wayback on Guard” and other items.  The
costumes for the M of V were perfect, underpants and sundry garments
borrowed from the M’selle of our farm house billets.  Sarah and Mum’s
fashions from the Wayback looked decidedly “Frenchy” when they
came down to Sydney to visit Dave and Don on guard that day.  Just
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as the Jew dropped to his knees in the Court scene, some Taube bombers
came over and dropped bombs around us.  All the footlights had to be
put out for about half an hour.

I have just been called out to censor a letter written in French, at
least that’s what he said it was supposed to be.  You see, I am the
“Interpreter” of our sections.

I think the French people must value some of these letters as
souvenirs.  This would suit you Du1cie, as I still remember how good
you were at giving us gusts of French in 1899 at the old Junction Road
home.  Walter used to sit and sharpen your pencil for you.

The French people soon pick up our sayings and I laughed the other
day.  One very common expression among the boys, is for anyone to
get “the wind up” or get “windy” when they are scared of something.
Well, the other day I visited a town that had more than it’s share of
attention from Fritz’s “birds” on their bombing trips, and looking for a
feed, we went to a “joint” with a notice up saying “Eggs and Beefsteak”.
We asked the madame for eggs and beefsteak and she replied “Sorry
M’seur, finish beefsteak.  German plenty bombard.  Our butcher got
the wind up, finish beefsteak.”

Most people are very kind to us.  Very few families have not lost a
male member of their number.  Some are refugees from towns over the
line.  In one case I know of, a mother, daughter, and little boy, refined
well-to-do people before the War, now working on a farm, while the
rest of the family are in the hands of the Hun over the line.  Another
son was killed by them.  No wonder the French people won’t listen to
anything but “fight on”.  I would like to shift our peace cranks and
their families up to Bullecourt for a while.  I’m trying to send some
postcards of the advance there, just to show what not a few, but
thousands of villages are like after the Hun thinks he has had enough
of them.  The damage is not done by shellfire, but by the charges of
explosives, placed in cellars.  These are detonated as he leaves.  It is the
same wherever we go.

Things are fairly quiet up at the line at present but it doesn’t take
much to stir things up again.  As an example, the other night one of
our men fired a rifle grenade toward the German lines during a quiet
period.  Fritz’s reply was a “pineapple” which landed near our Stokes
Mortar men’s post.

They get annoyed and way goes a Stokes bomb, or the “plum pudding”
crews come out to give us a hand.  Fritz replies with a “Minnewierfer”
and puts up an SOS which sets all his light and heavy artillery going.
Then ours start up and by this time it’s a regular hell on earth with noise,
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smoke and flame.  After half an hour everything is quiet again and we
curse the man who fired the rifle grenade, for there are always some to
carry back to the dressing station and a few who will have to be buried.
You will be tired of trying to wade through this letter but this is our life
and we have little else to talk about.  I will send a postcard for Mary.

Give my fond love to all at home.
Your affectionate brother,
Jack.

Braemar Terrace
Belfast, Ireland
14th November 1917

My Dear Mother,
I am enjoying my short leave away from the line.  Auntie has just told

me to tell you, I’m looking fine and she sends her love to all.  I have
brought over a good collection of souvenirs but it is hardly safe to send
them, for I don’t think you received any of the four or five parcels I sent
about four months ago.  So I’ll leave them here for the time being.  Laura
never told me what unit Jack was in.  I came over Messines Ridge just
the day before I set out for England on leave.  I think we are going there
for the winter, it seems fairly quiet now.  Ian Hamilton once told us a
tugboat and a barge would be all that was required to take what was left
of us back to Australia and I think it’s time she had steam up.

I have been very lucky and the DCM was an unexpected bonus.(47)  I
am fortunate that I am in such good health but I feel sorry for the weaker
ones, a man wants a sound frame to stand much of this.  The Infantry
are worse off than we are, they are the real “Heroes” of the War.  I think
we are the only ones who get to the front line and see what they have to
put up with there.  Three days is as much as a man can stand.

Vida took me down to where she is working in a munitions factory
and pushed me into a room with about fifty girls.  I came out all right,
much to her surprise.  I reckon I earned a bar to the DCM, it’s a damn
sight easier to keep cool in “No Mans Land” than it is to be under a
barrage of winsome smiles in an all-girls room.  Well Mother dear, I
must close as Hilda is ready to take me into town.

Wishing you all good luck.
From your affectionate son,
Jack

(47) Sapper Moore had recently been awarded the Distinguished Conduct Medal for
“Conspicuous Gallantry and Devotion to Duty”. He was also promoted to Sergeant rank.
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In the Field
1st January 1918

My Dear Dulcie,
The old string takes a bit of snapping.  There are only four of us left

together now in this sector out of those who sailed with the forty ships
from Australia.

Well Dulcie, last year I promised to be home by Xmas but I can see
us carrying on for a while.  I look forward to being on my way before
this year is out.  I trust Mother is keeping as well as can be expected.
There will be few families in NZ who have not someone over here at
present.

My fondest love to you all,
Your affectionate brother,
Jack.

Somewhere in France
10th January 1918

My Dear Dulcie,
It is not with the same lighthearted feeling that I am writing these

lines, as was the case with my letter last week.  I have received your
letter of October 28th telling me of Mother being under an operation
and although I knew somehow that all was not well with Mother, I was
living in hope and do so still, that all will be well and the outlook of
this War would change to an early peace, giving us our long awaited
return to our dear ones at home.  I am thankful to know Mother is
quite comfortable in the hospital and in her letter to Aunty Bi she writes
so bravely, ever looking forward to my early return home.

In my experience in the Army, there is no such thing as having done
your bit and no return till you are of no further use, so the harder nut
you are to crack, the longer you will be in the game.

Apart from that I am one hundred percent stronger than many who
have just arrived over here.  If only I knew that all was well with Mother,
I could go through my lot happy enough in the knowledge that I was
saving some married man from coming over to this.

Dulcie, I have sent three sums of money home to Mother.
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If there is any way they can be used to help our brave little Mother
to regain her health and strength, would you ask her to make use of it
for my sake.  I have just received a parcel of socks and mittens and
they have been pronounced “tres bonne” by the boys.  They are most
welcome at present, for the snow thaws and freezes every other day in
Turin.  Thank you and Mother for all the welcome comforts and I look
forward to the greatest comfort of all; that Mother is making good
recovery.

Fondest love to you all at home,
Your affectionate brother,
Jack.

Somewhere in France
14th January 1918

My Dear Mother,
I have just received your letter and one from Dulcie telling me of

your illness and operation.  With all my heart, I hope to hear the very
best of news by return of the cable Hilda has forwarded to me.  May
the operation be in every way successful and your health will improve.

My leave, I’m sorry to say, was only for a few days over the Channel
and beyond that, I’m afraid my lot will be to stick it out, for the promise
of home leave was only the talk of some foolish politician.

The Army does not look on anyone having done their bit, so long as
he is healthy and strong enough to carry on and I’m afraid I can’t get
any sympathy for my looks.

I am thankful to hear from Dulcie’s letter that you have been
comfortable in the Nursing Home and under a good doctor.  If he can
make use of any of the money I have sent home, do so for my sake.
When I left England two months ago, I asked Uncle Adam to send
forty pounds over to you.

Since before Xmas we have been in rest billets and having a quiet
time. We won’t mind how quiet it is through the winter months.

In your letter from Mt Eden you say George and Laura are writing
so I will look out for a letter from them.  Give to them and the boys my
fond love.  What a blessing it is that they and Dulcie are so handy and
near to you.  The letters that Aunty Bi received from Bill Nicholl seem
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Jack Moore’s mother at Takapuna, Auckland New Zealand, with samples of vegetables grown
for sale to provide relief funds for the Belgium soldiers who had been wounded. Attributed to

‘Home Studios”, Takapuna, New Zealand. From Sapper Moore’s collection)

His half sister, Dulcie (Martha) Brodie nee Nicks with her family. Rear: Alan, Lex, husband
Walter and John. She is holding Ann with Mary in foreground. Circa 1920.

  (From Sapper Moore’s collection)
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Letter from the Belgium Consul to his mother as a result of her fundraising efforts. December 19th,
1917.                                 (From his collection)
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to be written in fairly good spirits, though they must have a rough
time in the POW camp.

Well Mother, I trust with all my heart, that these few lines will find
you much improved and I will be with you soon.(48)

With my fondest love,
Your affectionate son,
Jack.

At Sea
15th April 1918

Dear Dulcie,
Just a short line to tell you I’m on my way to Australia on board ship.

The” Powers That Be” decided that some of the most deserving cases
should be given a spell of leave at home.  These are from what is left of
the original Anzacs.  I don’t know how I came to be picked but here I
am anyway.  I will try to get across to NZ as soon as I can get fixed up
in Sydney, as we are supposed to be away from the Front for a total of
six months leave.  I trust I will find you all well through these sad days
since Mother passed away.  I had only six hours in London on the way
to the ship so was unable to get my letters from Braemar Terrace.

There are only fifty of us returning and as we are the first fit men to
return on leave, we will have a great welcome in Australia.  We stayed
four days in Capetown and the people were very kind to us.

Well Dulcie, I hope this letter reaches you before I get to Sydney, as
I don’t want you to think perhaps I have got a leg off.  Fritz could not
put me out of action in nineteen months and this spell will just about
set a chap up again.  I must send a few lines to George before we reach
Fremantle.

Kind love to Walter and the kiddies,
Your affectionate brother,
Jack.

(48) Sergeant Moore’s mother died in Auckland four days after this letter was written.
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Jack Moore’s children, Jack, Colleen and Alex with their great uncle, Billy Nicholl, “The Martha
Man” of Waihi. Circa 1933.               (From family collection)

His half sister Bella Barnett, (nee Moore), circa 1945, and her husband Walter (Pup), circa 1939.
Together with their family they were a tower of strength to Jack Moore’s family following the
tragedy in 1929.         (Barnett collection)
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Sydney
6th June 1918

My Dear Dulcie,
Just a note to let you know that I have reached Sydney safely, after a

very pleasant trip over.  Jim Murphy was the first to come up and
speak to me in George Street and he told me the sad news of Mr Logan’s
death, it must have been a great shock to George and Laura.  I expect
to see them when they come down to Sydney, although I have to report
tomorrow.

There has been a great fuss made in Sydney because it was only last
Monday the “powers that be” found out that we had arrived back in
Australia.  When they came to look us up, they found that some of the
returning “Anzac Heroes” had been spending their two months holiday
in camp, for they had no money and no friends.

Now that people have found out who we are, they have been
condemning the Defence Minister and all his dudheads through the
newspapers, over the shameful treatment of those who are known as
the “Hush Hush Boys”.  (We were taken away from Australia secretly
and our homecoming was kept a secret from the public.) Now there
are hundreds of homes asking for us when our leave is at an end.
Thanks to my good friends, I did not need an outside welcome as the
enclosed cutting will show, but it has been very sad and depressing for
those who had no one in Sydney.  They should be given their holidays
over again.  I met one just before I went home and he had spent a week
wandering about.  He told me he wished he was back in France.

Well Dulcie, I hope you have recovered from your holiday and that
everybody is well.  Fond love to Walter and the kids,

From Jack.

Transport, At Sea
5th July 1918

My Dear Dulcie,
By the time you receive this I will be back in “Blighty”.  It’s hardly

“Blighty” to us, for the word blighty means “Home” in Hindustani
and the Indian army gave the name to England.

I am in hopes of a stay in Capetown, for I have a very nice little
home there with a welcome waiting for me.  We were really
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Above: Children of Walter and Isabella Barnett, taken in at Waotu,1960, with Allan added later
by digital transfer. Front row from left: Dulcie (Barnett) McClennan b.1901, Areta (Doll Barnett)
Fielding b. 1903,  Nell (Barnett) Duncan b. 1907,  Jessie (Pip Barnett) Morrow b. 1908, Winifred
(Tuddy Barnett) Large b. 1913. Back row: Allan (Bluey) Barnett b. 1911, Edward (Ted) Barnett b.
1902, Sidney (Sid) Barnett b. 1905,  James (Jim) Barnett b. 1910.

disappointed that our route was not through the Panama Canal, for
we would have called at New Zealand on the way and a much more
interesting trip it would have been.  Well, you know we are getting
this very interesting trip for nothing so I can not expect too much
choice; in fact there’s no choice about it at all, not even on the menu.

When a man comes to think about it, he is either a hero or a fool to
take it on a second time but there again, he has no say in the matter at
all and might as well smile.  I have plenty of time to think of the last
two months and how short they seem to have been.  I am trying to
write with the old ship rolling about.  She is a German prize and in
truth, I think they should send her back to Fritz and apologise for ever
taking it from him.

Well Dulcie, I trust you are all well at home and I am looking forward
to all my letters sent to Belfast while I have been away.

Your affectionate brother,
Jack.
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HM Troopship
At Sea
8th August 1918

My Dear Mary,(49)

I am now about 8000 miles from New Zealand and off the coast of
Africa.  Our ship has joined a big convoy of ships, about twelve in all
with a warship in front to deal with any submarines.  About a week
ago we crossed the Equator and Father Neptune came on board to
christen all those who had never crossed the Line before.  My Mates
and I were detailed off as his police and staff.

The staff includes his “wife”, a doctor, a Red Cross nurse, barber and
some assistants in all sorts of fancy rigs.  A big canvas bath was erected

(49) This letter was to his niece, Mary Brodie, Dulcie’s daughter. Mary was the last survivor of
those to whom my father wrote during WW1 until as Lady Mary Mathews, she died in 1999.

Right: Jack Moore in uniform as a soldier and his wife Elsie, (nee Fielding).
                     (From a family collection)
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on deck, with a platform around it and filled with water.  After a march
round the ship with the band leading, Neptune and his staff climbed
onto the platform and the policemen, of which I was one, captured
some new chum.  He was frogmarched up to the bath where he was
grabbed and held down on a plank where the doctor sounded him
with a phonograph horn and proceeded to amputate his leg with a
large wooden knife.  The nurse poured a bottle of some red mixture
down his throat, then as soon as he opened his mouth to breathe, the
barber flopped him in the face with a mop dipped in flour paste and
treacle.  The barber shaved it off with his wooden razor which was
about two feet long and which he sharpened on the ship’s rail.  If the
boy had long hair, the barber, using his clippers, would cut a big gap
out of it, the doctor would tap him on the tummy to take his wind, the
plank would be tipped up and he would shoot into the water in the
bath.  Here he would be set upon by big black men and half-drowned.
After this, he is one of King Neptune’s subjects and is issued with a
certificate to prove it.  This went on for three hours and we put through
two hundred recruits; it was a busy time with water flying everywhere.

We pass the time on a long voyage, by making our own fun to dispel
the boredom.

Anzac soldiers on board ship.
          (From Jack Moore’s collection)
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Well Mary, I trust you are doing well at school and looking after
your Mother and Ann.  Give them a big kiss.  Keep a lookout for your
Uncle Jack coming home again some day soon, when this war is over.

Fond love and kisses,
From Uncle Jack.

At Sea
19th August 1918

My Dear Dulcie,
We called in to Capetown where I had been before and I looked up

friends I had met.  When I arrived a “party” was in full swing; the
family upset their guests somewhat in their rush to the door when
they heard it was “Anzac Jack”.(50)  We will be back in Blighty before
many weeks have passed.  From there it will be a short trip to France
and the Front again.  I don’t appreciate the idea of being dressed up as
a dinkum soldier again, learning to do the gumboot slide on a frosty
morning over miles of mud and broken duckwalks.  I wonder if they
have invented any new devices to hang on a soldier since I have been
away.  Life on board is very slow, with big gaps to fill in between meals.

“Crossing the Line”(equator) certificate, his second occasion, this time on the ATS “Field Marshal”
on 5-8-1918.                                 (From his collection)

(50) This remark by my father was the inspiration for the name of this book (author).
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Anybody who can show ability in any special line starts up in business;
barbers, tailors and every type of gambling game you can think of.  I
have had a good biz going on the voyage, engraving identification discs
and have just received orders for two hundred to be done between
here and England.  We are at present in Sierra Leone.  My advertisement
for engraving has caused some uneasiness among the lads who are all
new hands.

It reads:
“John Moore.  Dead Meat Ticket Engraver.
Crosses Erected On Any Part of the Front.
Come and Choose Design of Your Own Cross;
We Will Erect It.”

They bring their discs and I engrave them at a bob a time.  I would
have posted this letter here but the Censor would not stand more than
one page, so I will post it in Blighty, that is if the old barge does not get
“Tin Fished” (torpedoed) in the meantime.  One man fell overboard
today and was a mile away before we were able to turn around.  We
got him.

Well Dulcie dear, give my fond love to Walter, Mary, Ann and the
boys.  Rest assured I will not come to much harm now.  Au Revoir

Fond love,
Jack.

p.s.: The Parson started an anti-swearing league on deck.  Don’t like
his chances of joining up the nine Anzacs.

In the Field, France
October, 1918

My Dear Dulcie,
As you can see, we are back in France and we hope the end of the

War is in sight.  The Germans are falling back on the Western Front.  I
can just imagine the feelings of people in New Zealand with loved
ones in France.  They will be something akin to Frenchmen living near
here.  You have no idea what this means to old Froggie, unless you are
in his country.  What a grand thing that a Frenchman should be at the
head of all and have the Boche cochons come to him for mercy.

Well Dulcie, in my own mind I shall be very disappointed if we have
to stop pushing our high explosives forward, before it has had a good
taste of German brickdust.  We will wind up his watch on the Rhine,
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in fact, there are few of our chaps who have not got a German watch
to wind up.

I can well remember this day, two years ago, when we were dragging
ourselves out of the Somme mud, after our first disastrous attack on
Baphume.  (We took it later in March 1917).  Along the road we passed
some Fritz prisoners and by way of a remark, reminded them of this.

Enclosed is a piece of the German aeroplane of Richthofen, the
greatest airman the world has ever seen.(51)  He had eighty machines to
his credit before he fell in April.  I must close now and get some sleep.

Best love to you all at home,
Your affectionate brother,
Jack.

France
16th November 1918

Dear Uncle Bill,(52)

I am pleased to say that I got back to France in time to see the finish
of the War and now we begin our march into Germany.

I sincerely hope I will meet your Bill on the way.  It is indeed a glorious
victory, Fritz is as tame as a worm and we don’t give him any chance to
turn.  Soon it will be “Cheerio” and we will soon both be back in New
Zealand again, having finished our job as we wished to in every respect.
We are in for a cold time, for it’s winter now and we have not got anyone
like dear Mrs Gordon to provide us with blankets in Fritzieland.(53)  We
cover ourselves with what we can carry but that’s nothing new, from
what we have had to put up with for the past two winters.

I may get a chance to visit some of my offside relations.  I trust this
letter will find you in good health, with plenty of good luck.

Remember me to all my friends at Waitekauri and Waihi.
Your loving nephew,
Jack.

(51) This was the famous German WW1 flying ace, the” Red Baron “.  The piece of his aircraft
is still in the possession of our family.

(52) This letter was to his uncle Billy Nichol the renowned prospector who named the great
gold mine he developed in Waihi, New Zealand after his sister’s daughter, Martha Dulcibel
Nicks (Dulcie Brodie).

(53) Mrs Gordon had a boarding house at Waitekauri near Waihi, NZ.  She was the grandmother
of Jack Moore’s wife Elsie nee Fielding.
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France
1st December 1918

My Dear Dulcie,
These lines are written as we are on our way to Germany and the

censorship is off our letters.  We are on our way to Cologne on the
Rhine and as we pass through the ports of France and Belgium that
have been under the heel of the Hun, the stories one hears makes us
want to start the War over again when we reach German soil.  We
detrained at Le Chateaus and after a twelve mile march through rain,
arrived at a small village about one in the morning.  Our billet was a
house with three or four shell holes through it, broken furniture and
battered about, with plenty of evidence of the German’s work.

An old man and his wife lived in the house, having just been able to
return home.  The old dame got out of bed and made a fire.  She gave
us coffee also and would take nothing for it, tho’ we left some money

The “Liberators” and one of the “Little Ones” liberated.
              (From Jack Moore’s collection)
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in the kitchen.  The sight of her “home” would make you cry.  Her
children were gone, God knows where, into Germany.  Next day we
were off again and all along the road we met civilians returning to
their broken homes.

Next night we were billeted in a farm house and I think I learned
enough from Madame to fill this letter and give you the reasons why
the French want to start the War again.  Madame, a sweet little woman,
with two bonny girls, four and five years old and also a wee baby,
three weeks old.  Her husband had just gone to Paris this week but at
the present time, this is the happiest little home we have been in.  The
kiddies, after being brought up to a life of deadly fear with Boche always
living in the house, hardly knew how to smile.  After a day, they lost
their fear and broke out into all the childish joy and merriment of
finding themselves among soldiers who are as full of fun and play as
kids themselves.  It is comforting to find that after all the horrors we
have experienced we have not lost our pleasure to be with little children
and share their fun and play.  It is worth all our four years in the
trenches to see their smiles, camouflaged behind a big slice of white
bread and jam.  They ran in to mother to ask what it was.  I asked
Marie if she was frightened by the shells?  “No”; the machine guns?
“No”; the Boche?  “Yes”.  Madame says it is an insult to the four-footed
animal to call the Boche a pig; they boxed the kid’s ears for singing
patriotic French songs.

Some of the stories madame tells give an idea of the Hun culture,
they are first hand from her own experiences and those of the village.
One child of seven was shot dead by an officer for pointing a wooden
gun at him; a man and his wife were shot dead for hiding two pigeons
and telling the officer he was a pig.  Most of the boys and girls between
fifteen and eighteen have been sent to Germany.  Madame and her
children had to lock themselves in their own living room and cellar for
sixty days at a time while the Boche were in the house.  Just before her
baby was born, they broke into her room, brought in a wounded officer
and ordered her out of her bed for the officer to get in.  Her husband,
after two years as a prisoner in Germany, was brought back to work
the farm for the benefit of the Hun.

One morning after her husband went to Paris, she was going to see
some friends when a stray Boche, hiding in some scrub, tried to frighten
her.  Next morning she asked us to go and look for him, insisting on
going with us.  When we struck his tracks, I asked her if she was
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frightened.  “Frightened, me?”, she said, “No.  I’ve been too long with
the foul beasts to be frightened of them now.”  We found his dug-out
but he had gone.  There are quite a few of them in the woods, holding
up farms for food and our old pig hunting instincts come back.  I wish
we had some good dogs.

Well Dulcie, I will have to get to bed, as my mate’s sleep must be
considered.

Au Revoir and fond love to Walter and the kiddies.
From you affectionate brother,
Jack.

Sivry, Belgium
3rd January 1919

My Dear Dulcie,
No doubt you will wonder what the letterhead on this paper is about.

Well, you see, we have taken over this factory as a going concern, from
Fritz and Coy.  It was a butter factory before the War but he used it for
making glycerine and Fitzerine.  There was very little fighting in this
area.  We have re-started the show as a butter factory but the farmers
have very few cows and only supply enough milk to keep us going for
three days a week, so the rest of the week, we use the milk vats to bath
troops in.  We get a good price for our butter.

I’m looking for a lady assistant, of course not to help bath the troops,
but to work the telephone and typewriter.  If you know of any nice
young lady, used to office work, we would be very thankful if she
would come over here.  I have found the Belgium girls better fitted to
milk cows than work the typewriter.  Then I would be able to send you
nice long typewritten letters like George Farley.  The only typewriter I
have ever been able to use, is the one that goes over the parapet and
types a message on Fritz’s posteriors.  I’ve been through the
Mediterranean three times and wonder what his letters will be like if
he was here in time to see some of the dinkum stuff.

Well, the War is over and we are all having a good time as a soldier’s
life will allow.  Those who are not, it’s their own fault, for at present we
are among the kindest people we have ever been with over here.  They
seem to spend half their time trying to find some new way of showing
us a kindness.
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Three of us are billeted in this house and Madame, in every action of
hers, I see our dear old mother again.  It seems as though she is doing
it in return for what Mother did for the Belgians.  Tonight she is making
jam tarts for our section.  They will return tomorrow from another
village where they have been working.  Madame has done all our
cooking and washing and even started to clean our boots which we
soon put a stop to.

Our Xmas dinner was a great success, due mostly to her.  Tonight
she says we are “beaucoup brigands”, because, with her sons, we gave
the family cat rum and milk and made it drunk.  All the same she
nearly split her sides laughing at the antics of the said cat.  Talking
about rum and the son of Madame, we had a great day on Sunday.

Albert is about 30 and loves a maid in the next village.  She reciprocates
his amour but her father is awful, kicks him out every time he goes to
her house.  He asked my mate and I to go with him for protection.
That suited us so we set off, yours truly armed with a bottle of rum.
My scheme was to get the old man well “inked” and when he was in a
good humour, Albert could carry on with the mademoiselle.  We called
at a house and inside was a nice-looking fille and the old man, so I took
on M’sieur.  (I can see you finding fault with my methods.)

We talked about the weather and the War and things are going pretty
well.  He’s smoking my cigarettes and the girl put some coffee on the
table.  I bring the rum to light, half filled the old man’s glass and
performed an encore when he had finished the first one.  He was very
amiable and Albert and his love were all smiles.  I am beginning to
think I am a great matchmaker.  After a while we set off, with all saying
au revoir very cordially as we went up the road.  I said to Albert,
“M’sieur not angry today, did not kick you out.”  “But,” said Albert
with great surprise, “That’s not my girl, she lives in another house.
That’s my cousin and Uncle.”  Oh, what a thud, after filling him up
with my rum to find out it’s only a dress rehearsal.

Around the corner we go and Albert says, “That’s the house, you go
in first.”  I go up to the door, M’selle opens it.  “Enter M’sieur, take that
chair.”  (From the old man inside) We are always welcome but when he
saw Albert come in after me, he made one bound and launched himself
on Albert.  The poor lad was terrified and I pushed in between them
and here we were, waltzing round the room, much to the amusement
of mademoiselle and myself.  Anyway, I called for an armistice and
with that started such an argument as I have never heard before, both
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the old man and his wife against Albert and his love.  I could not arrange
peace terms because my peace-keeping rum had run out.

All Albert got were encouraging and amorous smiles from the girl
and after the old pot and pan were finished he took his leave.  I stayed
behind and asked M’sieur to explain his reasons for so much anger.
He said that Albert would marry his girl and take her away and she
was only 18.  “Well M’sieur,” I said, “In my country when girls are 18
they are like new potatoes at Xmas, they are big enough” and that
Albert was a good friend of ours and a good lad.  The fact of the matter
is, the girl does all the work around the house and they don’t want to
part with her, an old story which one of the neighbours confirmed
later.  Anyway, we are not beat yet, I’m going there next Sunday to take
mademoiselle’s photo for Albert.  I will defy the old goat; we’re running
the country now and might is right, we can requisition what we like.
If he balks too much I will just say, “Je ne comprend pas,” and so on.

Well Dulcie, it’s time I went to bed.  I expect to be on an early list for
home when peace is signed and trust I will find you all well and happy,
with Anne running about and Mary managing the house for mother.
Remember me to my dear friends of the Thames.

Love to you all,
Your affectionate brother,
Jack.

Ranee, Belgium
4th March 1919

My Dear Dulcie,
As you can see I am still hanging on in Belgium and your welcome

letter yesterday telling me I was getting old and had been in tow with
girls in half the countries in the universe and it’s time I was getting
married.

That’s what I have been told by every Madame I have met in Belgium,
with saleable daughters on her hands.  Oh yes, they do sell them in
these countries, that’s if they are good looking, if they are otherwise
they will offer you a price to take them off their hands.  I overheard
two fathers arguing the point over a price the other day, one offering
his daughter for the other’s son, in exchange for two thousand francs
and a brindle cow.
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Dulcie, I often wonder if you were in these countries, if you would
ever see the inside running of the character and life of these people.
You would never have the chance to see it as we soldiers have, living in
their homes and in many cases being treated as one of their own.  It’s
like a comic opera, only real and I don’t think I’ll get married here.

I have just spent two weeks in hospital, after being laid low in the
influenza barrage.(54)  I did not lose much weight but I did lose my
place in the last draft for home.  I trust that everybody at home has
come through the danger safely, as it seems to have been very severe
in New Zealand.  Five of my mates have gone West since the War
finished.  It seems hard after dangling over the edge of Hell for the
past three or four years, to be caught now the War is over.  It had me
thinking for a day with the old temp up to 105 but I managed to get
back in time for the next pay day, yesterday, and now I must wait for
another draft for home in about three weeks.

I am trusting that by the tone of your last letter the “flu” has run it’s
course.  Surely, as you live in the beautiful country residence, you will
be far from the track of germs and the family will have full freedom
without any danger.

I wonder if wee Anne will know the old Digger when he gets home.
I’m sure she will be well-versed for the occasion and I know Mary will
be waiting with open arms for my homecoming.  I’m not sure if Bill
Nicholl has arrived back in England.

When I last wrote to you, the old boy had had a rough spin but no
doubt you will have heard from him by now in his own words.  His
story makes one wonder if it would be any crime to start the War again
and it is the same everywhere we look over here.  I think if they would
let us carry out a “Spoils to the Victor” program, it would teach them
a lesson and show them we are not the soft fools they look on us as
now.

My family from the last village we were billeted at, has just been
here to see how I am getting on, a promenade of ten kilos (7 miles),
with a big basket of tarts and bottles of milk.  Madame still holds me as
an invalid and called the Croix Rouge for everything, when they took
me from under her care to the hospital.

(54) This was a virulent strain of influenza known as Spanish flu which swept the world in late
1918 killing many millions of people.  Many soldiers who survived the War fell victims to
it and died.  It was similar to the SARS epidemic in 2003.
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Then on the other hand, in another house with two of our lads
billeted, the mother of the family died of the “flu” and the two girls
went down with it.  Our boys, with the help of an old woman from
another farm, nursed the girls, milked the cows and ran the farm till
the girls had recovered.  The people of Sirey indeed showed their
appreciation of what we have brought to them.

Don’t think I want to stay here. I’m looking for a passage home
“tout de suite” and the tooter the sweeter for me.  Still I would not
have missed this last trip, with the opportunity to see the end of the
War and meet these wonderful people 1iving in the occupied countries.
I don’t worry much any more, just follow the tide and wind, now that
it is all coming to an end.  It will be great to see you all again.

My love to Walter, Mary and Anne.
Your affectionate brother,
Jack

Pry, Belgium
20th March 1919

My Dear Dulcie,
You will have heard the sad news from Belfast, that dear old Uncle

Adam has passed away.  I feel for our dear folks and hope to see them
when I get back to England, if I can get a chance to go to Ireland.

I hope to leave here early in April and it usually takes about 8 weeks
to get away from England for Australia.  By the time I get back to
Australia, I will have served my five year apprenticeship in the Army
and it will take some settling down after this.

Your remarks about my finding a wife in one of the countries I travel
through, are quite amusing.  Do you think we could do with another
hun in the family Dulcie?  I’m surprised at your army, I’m sure our
army would not do anything like that.  I believe there are only six
unmarried New Zealanders left.  Wait till you see the next family ship
with all the square-headed families on board.  I can imagine the welcome
I would get “mit mein frau” and a demi little Fritz hanging on to my
arm.  I don’t think there is any danger, for I hope to be following this
letter very quickly.  We are having a very good time here, quite a big
day at our house, for all the relations have come back after four and a
half years of the War in France.  Needless to say, Madame killed the
fatted calf (two tame rabbits) and we’ve had quite a second Xmas.
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I’m afraid I will have to close this letter up; there are six women in
the room trying to tell all the news of 4 years to one another at the
same time.  I give up.  Love to all and will see you soon.

Your affectionate brother,
Jack

England
13th May 1919

My Dear Du1cie,
I will probably be in Sydney before this letter reaches you, so I have

not given an address.  It is just a short one to catch the mail.  Tomorrow
we all go up to London on a Victory march of Colonial Troops.  It’s not
any victory for us, up at three in the morning, five mile march (with
fixed bayonets) and back here the same day.  I’ll give anyone a ten bob
bonus to take my place.  Never mind, I’ll be out of it all soon.

Two weeks ago, one thousand of us Colonial troops went for our
final leave in England.  Two hundred came back married. Some stunt.
One of my mates, a Russian, was among them and we would not believe
him when he told us.  He said “I be married dinkum on two churches.
You ask Charlie Lawes, he be my bridegroom.”  We asked him what
the parson said.  “I dunno, he take my hand, I be all time in dreams.”

Well Dulcie, I must pack my troubles in the old kitbag for the
morning.

Too-Ra-Loo.
Fond love to all the family,
Your affectionate brother,
Jack

Troopship Durham
7th July 1919

My Dear Dulcie,
I am writing these few lines on the eve of our touching Australia

once again.  The ship rolls like a log, so they may not be a great success.
I am a good sailor but don’t feel just “it” at present.  I have had a cold
and yesterday, seeing a bag of onions within reach, a number of Diggers
soon filled their pockets.  I was one and enjoyed a glorious supper last
night.  (On a troopship onions don’t come on the menu unless they
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are in the stew.) After my supper, I took a good dose of eucalyptus for
my cold.  I don’t know which to blame, but I’ve been pouring oil (castor
oil) on the troubled waters today.  Within the next few days we will see
700 lads return to their homes, indeed a red letter day in their lives.
They seem to be pleased enough.  It’s just about twelve months since I
left Australia from my leave, so there will not be so much change for
me as the others but there is one satisfaction this time, I will not have
to go back again.  One thing, do you remember how downhearted you
were at the War news last year, when the Germans were advancing?.
You were so pleased when I told you it was only their last flutter.  I was
not far out, was I?

I expect to be in Sydney for a while, until I get squared up with the
AIF, after that you will see me back in New Zealand.

We will be arriving in Australia very soon and I have been thinking
it’s almost five years since we passed this spot when we set out on the
Afric in 1914, so full of hopes and enthusiasm.  I think of those boys
who were with me then and I am reminded of those words spoken to
us before Gallipoli by Ian Hamilton.  He told us that all that would be
needed to take us home would be a tugboat and a barge.  He was not
too far out, as the original Anzac ranks are pretty well thinned out.

As a New Zealander fighting in the AIF, I have been adopted by
them as one of their own and I count this as a great privilege.  Again, as
a New Zealander, I have been proud to see the way in which the
Australian soldiers respect the men from the New Zealand Division.  I
have seen it from both sides, on the beaches at Gallipoli to the trenches
in France and their comradeship has joined our two countries closely
together.

Well Dulcie, I am feeling much better now, so I think I will be able to
eat some dinner.

My love to Walter, Mary and wee Anne.
I will be seeing you all soon.
Your affectionate brother,
Jack
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Anzac Jack’s “Certificate of  Discharge” from AIF August  19th 1919.
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CONCLUSION

In this second printing of Anzac Jack I have responded to a request
from readers of the brief 1994 family edition to explain the reference in
the introduction section which states, “The shock of his tragic death
ten years after the War.”  For various reasons I did not explain this at
the time but I now feel that I should complete the story of Anzac Jack.
I have attempted to analyse my feelings when in 1994 I deliberately
omitted any further explanation in the text.  In all honesty I was not
aware of the actual circumstances of his death until 1978.  At this time
I was informed by an elderly relative of mine who was in fact a daughter
of his sister.  For reasons of her own my mother who died in 1950 did
not tell me or my brother and sister of the events of our father’s death.
Perhaps she chose to spare us the details in case we would feel some
embarrassment or shame had we known the true facts.  I do not blame
her for this as she was a wonderful mother and a real lady in every
way.  She obviously made her decision with the very best of intentions.
However in time the real truth always seems to surface and I have
made the decision to tell the full story of Anzac Jack.

This will cover that period following his discharge from the Australian
Armed Forces in Sydney in 1919 until his death in 1929.

Subsequent to this he spent some time in Australia visiting his fellow
soldiers in arms now discharged, the families of some who did not
return from the War and friends and relations living in Sydney.
Following this he returned to Auckland, New Zealand, again visiting
friends and relations, some of whom are mentioned in this book.  Since
his mother had died in January 1918 there was little to hold him in
Auckland.  He then visited his sister Dulcie Brodie and her family in
Thames where other relatives and friends were pleased to see him again
after an absence of seven years.  I suspect this was where he first met
his future wife, Elsie Fielding, although they were both born in the
district and may have met prior to his leaving for Australia.  However
the absence of any letters to her indicates no close relationship.  He
visited his older sister, Bella Barnett and her husband Walter who lived
at Te Waotu some 15 kms west of the small farming town of Putaruru
on the Auckland-Rotorua railway.
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His brother-in-law operated a large sawmill and this provided
temporary work for him as an engineer and fitter for which he had
been competently trained before the War at the Waihi Martha mine.

At this time there was much interest throughout the North Island of
New Zealand in a proposed hydroelectric project on the mighty Waikato
river at a location called Arapuni.  This was about 15 kms from Putaruru
and about the same distance from Te Waotu.  New Zealand in general
and Auckland in particular was fast outstripping the available electrical
generating capacity due to widespread growth, technological progress
in industry, farming and forestry, to say nothing of domestic and
commercial demands.  The Government under much lobbying and
pressure called tenders for the construction of a 150 megawatt hydro
power station at Arapuni.

The tender was in two parts, the first being for the dam, diversion
tunnel and the head and tail race.  The second part was for the power
house, turbines, penstocks and all associated electrical equipment
together with its installation.  The tender was awarded to one of the
largest civil engineering organisations in the United Kingdom, that of
Armstrong Whitworth Ltd who commenced work early in 1924.  Apart

The hydro dam at Arapuni on the Waikato river during construction, circa 1927.
      (From Jack Moore’s collection)
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Billy Nicholl with his soldier nephew Jack Moore, Jack’s wife, Elsie holding Alex with author
Jack Moore on horse. Uncle Billy was setting out from the Moore farm near Arapuni to prospect
for minerals in the Waikato River prior to the filling of the dam at Arapuni. Circa 1927.

  (From the Barnett collection)

from a small hydro station owned by the Martha Goldmining Company
in Waihi and used to supply power for their machines, the new project
was the first major station to be built on the mighty Waikato river.  It
was also one of the largest engineering projects to be carried out in
New Zealand at that time.  This was a golden opportunity for Jack
Moore to use his engineering training to good advantage.  He applied
for and was awarded a position as master of a launch owned by
Armstrong Whitworth and operating on the existing navigable waters
of the Waikato upstream from the proposed dam site.  At that time a
quarry was being established some 15 kms upstream to mine, crush
and supply the enormous loads of concrete metal aggregate required
to build the dam and associated works.  The purpose of the launch
was to transport personnel to and from the quarry and to tow barges
with machinery between the sites.  The crushed aggregate itself was
transported by an endless aerial ropeway to which were hung large
metal buckets.  These were filled at the quarry, and dumped at stockpiles
where required at the construction sites.

This was a very demanding task and the testimonial from the
Armstrong Whitworth company shown here records their appreciation
of my father’s efforts as launchmaster from September 1924 until
September 1928.
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As his prospects were good during this time he married Elsie Fielding
and for some time they lived in a cottage near the Barnett homestead
at Te Waotu.  He then purchased a farm some five kms from Arapuni
on Lake Road in the district of Puketurua.  I was born there in April
1925 and in June 1927 my brother Alex.  Operating the launch for his
employers and tending the farm in his spare time kept him very busy
in this period.  The world wide economic situation was becoming worse
year by year culminating in the great crash of 1929 which plunged
most countries into depression conditions.  This certainly had an effect
on many individuals living in New Zealand and no doubt my father
was no exception although he did have a job at the time.

However in 1928 things were not going well for Armstrong
Whitworth.  Due to unforeseen problems they were well behind
schedule with the first part of their tender and had done little with the
second section.  Accordingly they withdrew from the latter and after
completing the first they shut down their New Zealand operations in
December 1928.  The portion they failed to complete was taken over by
the New Zealand Government Public Works Department who had the
first generator operating by June 1929 and a further two by December
of that year.

After the withdrawal of Armstrong Whitworth in December 1928
my father continued in their employ as a mechanic on a temporary
basis to complete maintenance and remedial work.  However with the
imminent completion of the project to a generation stage many of the
employment positions including those of the Public Works employees
would soon become redundant.  Obviously this uncertainty coupled
with the deteriorating economic situation, concern for his family and
the long hours he had been working to sustain both his job and the
farm, all preyed on his mind to such an extent that he became inwardly
distraught.  On the morning of June 29th 1929 at 7.30 am after having
arrived at work he went in to the garage at the site and swallowed
cyanide crystals he had been using to clean copper lures for trout
fishing.  He died within minutes and was found by his workmates
some 20 minutes later.

A coroner’s court was convened and this confirmed the cause of
Death was by “Cyanide poisoning, self-administered owing to a sudden
derangement of the brain”.  He left a signed note which simply stated,
“ My brain is going”.  So ended the life of a remarkable man who had
endured the tribulations of a living hell for five years of his short life
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but in a moment of despair was unable to cope with the subtle pressures
of post-war living.  He had helped to win the Great War but he lost his
own battle in the end.

My mother was left a widow with two young children and another,
our sister Colleen, destined to be born two months later.  We were
extremely fortunate in one respect in that we received the love and
care of the Barnett family in Waotu who stepped in and provided this
when it was so sorely needed.  To Uncle Walter, Aunty Bella and their
children we have been eternally grateful.

The consensus of opinions and evidence expressed in the depositions
of witnesses at the coroner’s court indicated my father was a caring
person, a devoted husband and father, a popular  workmate and a
very reliable employee.  His general behaviour at no time exhibited
any indication of his ultimate action, in fact the only adverse comments
and these were from several of the witnesses were that he tended to
become overly worried about small problems which arose.  Nor were
there any indications that his wartime experiences had affected his
judgment.

Why then did this considerate and caring person take his own life?
There must have been some underlying reason that drove him to such
a desperate and final solution.  He must have been very controlled and
withdrawn to have been able to conceal his state of mind from those
near and dear to him.

My own conclusion would be that anyone who worried about small
things to such an extent that it would be obvious would really worry
about major issues.  I am convinced that this was the case and that in
his own opinion he really did have major issues to cause him concern.
The insecurity of his employment, possible financial concern in relation
to his farm, the impending increase in the numbers of his little family
are but three things that could have preyed on his mind.  Obviously
he had the ability to conceal this state of mind from those with whom
he had regular contact and chose not to discuss it with anyone.  Finally
this mental pressure overcame his normally balanced judgment over
what was right and wrong; how his action would affect his family and
friends and how it would affect the ability of his wife and young family
to exist in a world without him.

With all this in mind I decided to assemble as many details as I could
about his previous life to establish whether or not there was a precedent
or some characteristic in his recorded medical history.  Perhaps if this
was present it would provide some support for my assumptions.
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Two statements which appear on his Army discharge certificate had
always puzzled me; one, in 1919 his rank at the time of discharge was
listed as Sapper (Private) when I knew he had been promoted to
Sergeant late 1917 when he was awarded the DCM for his gallant action
on the Western Front and two, that he was discharged as “Medically
unfit (Not due to misconduct)”.  Further, on going through his
testimonials, in a glowing one from the Waihi Goldmining Company
dated 1910, it was stated that he was leaving their employ due to
“Indifferent Health”.  This was news to me and I have no idea just
what was implied by that statement.

I applied to the National Archives of Australia in Canberra for a copy
of his AIF army service records.  I received thirty five pages of
documents covering all aspects of his WW1 service.  His initial medical
certificate shows no physical or mental irregularities of any kind and
he was assessed as “Medically Fit” for all duties..  He was wounded in
1915 while serving on Gallipoli when a Turkish rifle bullet passed
through his right shoulder.  After hospital care and convalescence over
eight months he was again fit for active service.

In mid 1916 in England he was, as an NCO, helping to train new
arrivals from Australia.

At his own request he reverted to the rank of Sapper from Acting
Sergeant in order to be sent to the Western Front.  In his letters home
he said he wished to be on active service again.

However at the end of 1917, having through promotion again
attained the rank of Sergeant, he reverted to the rank of Sapper, again
at his own request.  These two requests to be reduced in rank appear
to be most unusual and would seem to have few precedents.  I am
drawn to the conclusion that perhaps the responsibilities of command
were a worry to him although while in this senior capacity he certainly
carried out his duties with utmost devotion and bravery.

This is confirmed by his action resulting in the award of the
Distinguished Conduct Medal.

Perhaps he felt responsible for the deaths of soldiers under his
command as had certainly happened in some of his active service
operations.  In his lower ranking he was still exposed to the dangers of
the battlefield so there could be no question of being concerned for his
own safety.

He was still serving his country but he would not have had the
responsibilities of command.
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He was not wounded again but in 1919 after the War had ended and
while serving with occupation forces in Belgium, he contracted the
virulent Spanish Flu during the world wide epidemic.  Millions died
of it including a number of his soldier mates but he was lucky and after
a short time he returned to active duty.  A few months later he was
demobilised in Sydney where as previously mentioned, he was
discharged “In consequence of medical unfitness”.  Again I have been
unable to establish the reason for this qualification nor can I unearth
any clues in the letters he wrote home at that time.  It could well have
been the result of the nervous disorder which his sister mentioned ten
years later in her evidence at the Coroner’s court of enquiry after his
death.

At this enquiry his sister stated, “He had been wounded in the War,
was a bit nervous, but of late he seemed to have got over it.  Mrs Moore
had told her recently that her husband had been working very hard
and long hours of late but as far as she knew there was nothing the
matter with him”.  These comments from two of his family who had
been in close contact with him since the end of the War.

Coincidentally, both my brother and I each had a period of severe
depression at a similar age to that of our father when he died.  We
were unaware of his suicide at that time.  We were fortunate that it did
not lead to more serious consequences.  In my own case I had been
working very long hours in a small service business.  This involved
frequent nightly callouts following a fairly arduous day coupled with
the stress of running the operation. As a direct result I had a complete
nervous breakdown.

My wife who had trained as a nurse was of great assistance at the
time and I had the added advantage of modern doctors prescribing
effective modern drugs.  The same comments could well apply to my
brother’s experience.

However, had I not collapsed, I could well have been in a situation
similar to that of our father seventy four years ago.  His disadvantage
was that he did not have access to sophisticated advice and treatment.
I am convinced he bottled up his emotions and could not or would not
discuss them with anyone.  As a result he suffered a temporary mental
collapse during which time he took his own life.

When I look back the irony of the situation always haunts me.  Just
one year after his death part of the power project at Arapuni failed, the
whole station was shut down, the lake was drained and extensive
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remedial work had to be carried out over a period of years.  All those
workers who had been made redundant when the generators first came
on line were hastily recalled from all over the country and there was
plenty of work for everyone again.

I have often thought of what might have been, what a wonderful
life we as a family could have enjoyed with this father of ours.

Perhaps the message I would pass on to anyone experiencing a
stressful and emotional situation similar to that of our father in June
1929 would be; “Please, swallow your pride and talk about your problem
with someone. Be it your spouse, your partner, your doctor, a friend, a
workmate or anyone at all. You will be surprised how many people
really care about you and are willing to listen and to help.  Usually
there are some brighter clouds just over the horizon anyway.”

Age shall not weary them nor the years condemn
At the going down of the sun and in the morning
We will remember them.

— Lawrence Binyon, 1914
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John (Jack) Hoey Moore—Soldier—1888 to 1929

14/12/1888—Born at Paeroa, New Zealand to John Hoey Moore & Mary
Ann Moore (Nicholl)

7/9/1905—Commenced apprenticeship in Engineering with Waihi Gold
Mining Coy Ltd.

30/11/1910—Completed Engineering apprenticeship with WGMC at
Waikino Battery.

1912— Emigrated to Australia and worked as an engineer.
22/8/1914—Joined AIF in Sydney, Australia, Service # 101 with 14th Field

Coy Engineers.
18/10/1914—Embarked at Sydney on HMATS  “Afric”, (A19) for the

United Kingdom.
5/12/1914—Landed in Alexandra and moved on to Mena Base Camp,

Cairo, Egypt.
3/3/1915—Boarded SS “Suffolk” at Alexandria with AIF 3rd Brigade for

Lemnos.
18/3/1915—Boarded SS “Cawdor Castle” for the abortive Dardanelles

naval attack.
24/4/1915—Boarded battleship HMS “Prince of Wales” at Lemnos for

Gallipoli landing.
25/4/1915—Boarded small  boat before daylight and landed at Anzac

Cove at 0600 hrs.
19/5/1915—Received gunshot wound to right shoulder during Turkish

attack.
21/5/1915—Embarked on stretcher to Hospital ship “Soudan” for the

British  island of Malta.
24/5/1915—Landed at Valetta, Malta, and admitted to Cottenera Hospital.
27/7/1915—Transferred to All Saints Convalescent Hospital on Malta.
28/8/1915—Boarded ship “Ascanius” for transfer to England.
11/9/1915—Landed in England and sent to Bethnal Green Military

Hospital in London.
30/12/1915—Sent to Australian Army training Camp at Abbeywood near

Epsom, England.

Chronological History
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25/3/1916—Left UK on HMATS “Minnietonka” for Tel-il-Kiber, 60 km
from Cairo, Egypt.

20/4/1916—Promoted to the rank of Corporal.
19/5/1916—Promoted to the rank of acting Sergeant.
28/5/1916—Boarded SS “Briton” at Alexandria for England.
13/6/1916—Arrived at Parkhouse training camp as a permanent

instructor with AIF.
28/6/1916—Reverted to rank of Sapper at his own request to go to

Western Front, in France.
28/8/1916—Posted to France to join 14th Field Coy Engineers as a Sapper

at Western Front.
12/1/1917—Promoted again to rank of Lance Corporal.
31/5/1917—Attended Poison Gas Course for Instructors.
3/6/1917—Returned to his own unit from Poison Gas Course.
15/9/1917—Promoted to Second Corporal.
6/10/1917—Promoted to Full Corporal.
28/10/1917—Promoted to Sergeant again.
31/10/1917—Army Corps Commander, General Birdwood,  remarked

on  his gallantry.
20/11/1917—Awarded the “Distinguished Conduct Medal” for

“Gallantry in Action”.
22/12/1917—Reverts to the rank of Sapper, again at his own request.
12/2/1918—Sent from France to Army Depot at Weymouth in England.
15/2/1918—Boarded SS “Lanstephan Castle” to return on furlough to

Sydney, Australia.
19/6/1918—Embarked on HMATS  “Fieldmarshal”(D60) to return to

England.
26/8/1918—Disembarked in England and sent to Parkhouse Camp Base.
19/10/1918—Proceeded overseas again from Folkstone to France and

Western Front.
28/2/1919—Sick in Belgium hospital with influenza. (Spanish Flu).
13/5/1919—Returned to England from Belgium.
22/5/1919—Boarded HMATS “Durham” to return to Sydney, Australia.
21/7/1919—Arrived in Sydney.
2/11/1919—Discharged from AIF in Sydney.
1923—Married Elsie May Fielding.
15/9/1924—Engaged at Arapuni as Launch Master for Sir WG Armstrong

Whitworth Ltd.
29/6/1929——Died at Arapuni, New Zealand.
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Testimonial from Waihi Gold Mining Coy. Ltd, December 21st 1910.
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Testimonial from Dickson and Cridland, Sydney, July 22nd 1912.
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Testimonial from Sir W. G. Armstrong Whitworth Ltd, June 5th 1928.
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Coroner’s verdict on death of J. H. Moore dated  June 6th 1929.
     Courtesy National Archives of New Zealand. Ref. J46,COR.1929 /692.

Te Whare Tohu Tuhituhinga O Aotearoa, Head Office Wellington.
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List of  Witness Depositions from Coroner’s Court, June 6th 1929.
       Courtesy National Archives  of NZ. Ref. J46, COR 1929/692.
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Deposition by Isabella Barnett at Coroner’s Court. June 6th 1929 (2 pages).
 Courtesy National Archives of NZ. Ref. J46, COR 1929/692. J. H. Moore.
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Second page of Isabella Barnett’s deposition (continued from page 129).
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Deposition by W. A. M. Pherson at Coroner’s Court, June 6th 1929 (2 pages).
Courtesy National Archives of NZ. Ref. J46. COR 1929/692. J. H. Moore.
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Second page of W. A. M. Pherson’s deposition (continued from page 131).
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Deposition by Owen R. Clark at Coroner’s Court, June 6th 1929 (2 pages).
            Courtesy National Archives of NZ. Ref. J46, COR  1929/692. J. H. Moore.
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Second page of Owen Clark’s deposition (continued from page 133).
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Deposition by Dr S. L. Haslett, MD, at Coroner’s Court, June 6th 1929.
           Courtesy National Archives of NZ. Ref. J46, COR, 1929/692. J. H.  Moore.
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Deposition by R. H. Hall at Coroner’s Court, June 6th 1929.
           Courtesy National Archives of NZ. Ref. J46, COR, 1929/692. J. H. Moore.
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